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The Parking Policy 2020 is a revision to the Parking Strategy 2015, agreed by Brent’s 
Cabinet on 16 November 2015. The revisions reflect changes made to Brent Council’s 
parking policies and operational practices since 2015. 
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1.  Introduction  
 
1.1  Excellent parking management is an important tool that can contribute towards 

achieving the Council’s wider transport, economic and planning policy objectives. 
Well thought-out parking policies and effective enforcement can influence travel 
patterns, sustain the local economy, balance competing demands for road space, 
relieve congestion and contribute to sustainable outcomes.  

 
1.2  Conversely, parking which is not properly regulated can exacerbate congestion on 

the road network, reduce the reliability of public transport, impact adversely on the 
local economy and create road safety problems. Parking services are highly visible to 
residents, local businesses and visitors. In particular, enforcement needs to be seen 
as fair, effective and proportionate if it is to retain public confidence.  

 
1.3 Demand for parking in the London Borough of Brent is high. Over time, the Council 

has introduced a number of measures to control the demand for kerb space. Parking 
in the south-eastern part of the borough, which is closest to central London, is 
regulated through Controlled Parking Zones where residents and businesses have 
the option of purchasing permits. Other parts of the borough also have parking 
controls, typically in and around busy high street locations, or near railway stations 
where there may be a demand for parking from commuters.  

 
1.4 Another key feature is the presence of Wembley Stadium. On major event days the 

local area receives an extremely high number of visitors, placing significant pressure 
on local parking, and for this reason, the area surrounding the stadium also has 
parking controls to protect parking for local residents and businesses.  

 
1.5  This Parking Policy has been prepared to meet a key commitment made in the 

Council’s Long Term Transport Strategy 2015-2035: 
 

The Parking Strategy will seek to analyse the current situation regarding parking in 
Brent and identify problems and opportunities for improvement. The Strategy will 
seek to achieve a balance between the needs of residents to park, access to local 
employment and local retail and service providers, and the need to reduce trips by 
conventional cars throughout the borough. 
 

1.6  Accordingly, this document outlines the Council’s parking policy as well as providing 
local solutions for parking problems in the area. It sets out how parking issues are 
currently dealt with, identifies the priorities for enforcement and for future investment, 
and sets a framework from which the service can be developed. This Policy builds on 
existing best practice undertaken within the borough and refines it to meet the current 
and emerging challenges.  

 
1.7 This Policy replaces its direct predecessor, the Council’s Parking Strategy 2015. 
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2.  The Parking Policy in Context  
 
2.1 Brent is home to around 335,300 residents and the population is expected to rise 

25% by 2041, according to Brent Open Data 2019. It is the seventh largest borough 
in London. The borough has a population density of 7,652 people per square 
kilometre, the 14th highest density in England, and the highest in Outer London. The 
borough covers an area of 4,325 hectares - almost 17 square miles - between inner 
and outer North West London. It extends from Burnt Oak, Kenton and Kingsbury in 
the North, to Harlesden, Queen's Park and Kilburn in the South. Brent is bordered by 
the London Boroughs of Barnet to the east, Harrow to the north and Ealing to the 
west. It has short boundaries with the inner London boroughs of Camden, 
Westminster, Hammersmith and Fulham, and Kensington and Chelsea in the south.  

 
2.2 The North Circular Road divides the less densely populated northern part of the 

borough from the more densely developed south. In the north of the borough, in 
areas such as Kenton and Kingsbury, a higher proportion of the population is retired, 
and cycling is used for less than 1% of all journeys. Conversely, in southern areas 
such as Brondesbury and Queens Park, cycling rates are much are higher at 7-11%.  

 
2.3 Brent is the most ethnically diverse place in Britain, with more than 120 languages 

spoken. The borough is home to the iconic Wembley Stadium, Wembley Arena and 
the Swaminarayan Hindu Temple in Neasden, and is accustomed to the successful 
staging of many major events. This means that Brent is the destination for thousands 
of British and international visitors every year. Fortunately, it is served by some of the 
best road and rail transport links in London, with 26 rail, Overground and tube 
stations, and several others just beyond the borough boundary. 

 
2.4 Despite these strengths Brent is ranked amongst the top 15 per cent most deprived 

areas in the country. This deprivation is characterised by high levels of long-term 
unemployment, low average incomes and a reliance on benefits and social housing. 
Children and young people are particularly affected with a third of children in Brent 
living in a low income household and a fifth in a single-adult household.  Living in 
poverty generally contributes to lower educational attainment, poorer health and 
wellbeing, and social isolation. 

 
2.5 Despite its large population, Brent does not have a metropolitan-scale shopping 

centre. Many of the shopping and leisure demands of a large number of Brent 
residents are currently met by Metropolitan Retail Centres (as defined by the London 
Plan) in Harrow, Ealing and Shepherd’s Bush, together with the Regional Centre at 
Brent Cross, all of which are outside the borough.  

 
2.6 Brent’s largest centre, Wembley, is classified by the London Plan as a Major Centre. 

Wembley is also classified as an Opportunity Area, defined as having “significant 
capacity to accommodate new housing, commercial and other development linked to 
existing or potential improvements to public transport accessibility”. It is also 
identified as a Potential Outer London Development Centre in the leisure / tourism / 
arts / culture / sports category.  
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2.7 The London Plan identifies six District Centres that lie wholly within Brent, and two 

that lie partly in Brent and partly in the London Borough of Harrow: 
 

 Ealing Road   Preston Road  

 Harlesden    Wembley Park  

 Neasden    Willesden Green   

 Kenton (also Harrow)    Kingsbury (also Harrow)  
 
 In addition, the Council’s Local Development Framework (LDF) Core Strategy, 

adopted in 2010, identified a further Major Centre and three additional District 
Centres which lie partly in other boroughs. These are: 

 

 Kilburn (Major Centre - also Camden) 

 Burnt Oak (also Barnet) 

 Colindale (also Barnet) 

 Cricklewood (also Barnet & Camden) 
 
2.8 Park Royal, which lies partly in Brent and partly in Ealing, is classified by the London 

Plan as an Opportunity Area. On 1st April 2015, the Old Oak and Park Royal 
Development Corporation came into existence. The Development Corporation is the 
local planning authority and regeneration agency for the 650 hectare site. 

 
2.9 The LDF identifies five growth areas in the borough: 
 

 Wembley  

 South Kilburn  Burnt Oak & Colindale 

 Church End  Alperton 
 

Within these five growth areas, Wembley will be the preferred destination for town 
centre uses including new retail growth, office development, and new hotels. In the 
other four growth areas, mixed use development will be encouraged in accordance 
with a series of more detailed place-making policies appropriate to each area. These 
five areas will also be the location of nearly 90% of the 21,000 new housing units 
forecast to be built in the borough by 2026.  

 
2.10 The Wembley Area Action Plan is important in determining how Wembley develops 

over the next 15 years. The Plan, agreed in January 2015, builds on the council’s 
vision to develop Wembley as a destination which will help drive the economic 
regeneration of Brent, and further promote its cultural and leisure offer attracting 
visitors throughout the day and evening 

 
2.11 These potential changes will inevitably lead to increased demand for movement to, 

from and within the borough, with particular focus on the areas identified for growth. 
While the availability, frequency and reliability of public transport and the existence of 
high quality facilities for walking and cycling will influence the way people travel, there 
will nevertheless be an unavoidable impact on loading, deliveries and parking. 

 
2.12 The main demand for both on-street and off-street parking in the borough’s town 

centres occurs from Monday to Saturday across the working day between 8am and 
6:30pm, on Sundays during the retailing hours of 10am to 5pm, and during special 
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events, particularly in the Wembley area. The majority of drivers seeking long-stay 
parking in the Borough, for which there is heavy demand, are likely to be commuters 
who travel at peak periods when traffic levels are at their highest. Conversely, many 
drivers seeking short stay parking are more likely to be shoppers, most of whom tend 
to avoid travelling in peak periods.  
 
Car ownership 
 

2.13  The 2011 Census indicated that car ownership in Brent was slightly below the 
London average, ranking 19th out of the 33 London authorities. Of the Outer London 
boroughs, only Haringey and Newham had fewer households with access to a car. 
As the table below shows, the proportion of households with access to a car fell 
between 2001 and 2011, and by 2011 was similar to the pattern that existed in 1991. 

 
Table: Household car ownership in Brent 

 

No. of cars/ 
vans per 
household 

1991 2001 2011 

No. of h/h % No. of h/h % No. of h/h % 

0 (car-free) 40,756 43.4 37,287 37.3 47,417 43.0 

1 38,153 40.6 42,606 42.6 43,598 39.5 

2 12,705 13.5 16,207 16.2 14,884 13.5 

3+ 2,350 2.5 3,891 3.9 4,385 4.0 

Total 
Households 

93,964 100 99,991 100 110,286 100 

 
Car use 
  

2.14 The 2011 London Travel Demand Survey indicated that, between 2005/06 and 
2009/10, residents of Brent made an average of 3.1 trips each day, the eleventh 
highest rate of the 33 London authorities and slightly higher than the averages for 
both Outer London and Greater London as a whole (both 2.2 trips per day). 44% of 
these trips by Brent residents were made by car or motorcycle. This was a higher 
percentage than any Inner London borough, but was the sixth lowest of the 19 Outer 
London boroughs.  

 
2.15 Use of buses in Brent was equal second highest in Outer London (16% of trips) and 

use of the Underground was also equal second highest in Outer London (7% of 
trips). Walking accounted for 29% of trips and cycling 1%. 

 
2.16 Although the proportion of households without access to a car has risen (see above), 

the continuing increases in population may generate additional demand for parking in 
some locations within the borough.  

 
2.17 14.5% of the population (2011 Census) were people over 60 who had access to free 

travel on public transport, either through the Freedom Pass (which is available from 
the state retirement age) or the London-only 60+ Oyster Card. A higher proportion of 
older people live in areas in the north of the borough that are less well served by 
public transport. In addition, this group is likely to have more health problems than 
younger members of the community. Thus the availability of free transport is to a 
degree offset by a higher likelihood of using a car as a first choice for travel.  
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Parking Policies 
 

 2.18 The Council’s parking policies must comply with the law (particularly the Traffic 
Management Act 2004); and must have regard to the Secretary of State’s Statutory 
Guidance to Local Authorities on the Civil Enforcement of Parking Contraventions, 
the latest version of which was issued in November 2015. This Guidance states that 
enforcement authorities should design their parking policies with particular regard to: 

 

 managing the traffic network to ensure expeditious movement of traffic, (including 
pedestrians and cyclists); 

 improving road safety; 

 improving the local environment; 

 improving the quality and accessibility of public transport; 

 meeting the needs of people with disabilities, some of whom will be unable to use 
public transport and depend entirely on the use of a car; and 

 managing and reconciling the competing demands for kerb space. 
 
2.19 The Council’s parking policies also sit within the context of the Council’s overall 

transport policies. These are set out in the Council’s 2015-2035 Long Term Transport 
Strategy (LTTS). The LTTS sets out five objectives, all of which are relevant to this 
Parking Strategy: 

 
Objective 1 
Increase the uptake of sustainable modes, in particular active modes 
Increasing the uptake of cycling and walking will actively contribute to a reduction in 
congestion and air pollution and improve the health of Brent residents. Use of public 
transport or car clubs instead of the private car also contributes to reduced 
congestion and is important in enabling access to services. Uptake of all these 
modes can be influenced by effective travel planning measures and infrastructure. 
 
Objective 2 
Reduce conventional vehicular trips on the network, particularly at peak time 
This is not about reducing the total number of trips on the network as mobility is 
highly important for local economic growth. However, trips can be re-timed to avoid 
peak hours or take place in less polluting vehicles. 
 
Objective 3 
Support growth areas and town centres to enable acceptable development 
Brent is expected to see high levels of growth over the next 20 to 30 years, focussing 
on the growth areas. Adequate transport investment will be required to ensure this 
development takes place on a sustainable basis and does not place undue pressure 
on the transport networks. 
 
Objective 4 
Reduce KSI* incidents and slight accidents on Brent’s roads 
Over the last 10 years roads in Brent have become safer, however there is still 
considerable amounts of work to do in further reducing accidents to create safe and 
accessible streets for all users. [*Killed and seriously injured] 

Objective 5 
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Reduce the exposure of Brent residents to PM and NO2 generated by the 
transport network 
 
It has become apparent that particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide generated by a 
variety of sources has a significant adverse impact on the health of those who are 
regularly exposed. A proportion of these pollutants are generated by transport. 
Reduction in exposure of Brent residents could result in significant health benefits. 

 
2.20 The LTTS also sets five priority areas that will provide a focus for further work: 
 

 Road safety; 

 Air Quality; 

 Health; 

 Congestion;  and 

 Growth and regeneration.  
 
2.21  Both the Mayor of London’s Transport Strategy (2018) and the London Plan 

(March 2016) contain London-wide policies on parking, to which the Council must 
have regard. In particular, the London Plan sets out a framework of standards for the 
provision of off-street parking in new developments, including standards for cycle 
parking, car clubs, disabled parking, and the provision of parking for electric vehicles 
and consideration should also be given to the implications for air quality. These 
issues are considered separately in this Strategy. 

 
Other relevant policies 
 

2.22 Brent's Local Plan is a collection of planning documents that, in conjunction with 
national planning policy and the Mayor's London Plan, sets out the strategy for future 
development in Brent. 

 
2.23 The Local Development Framework (LDF) is the Council’s main planning policy 

document. The Brent Core Strategy is the first and key component of the LDF and 
the Core Strategy sets out the spatial vision of how Brent should be in 2026 and how 
this will be achieved. The LDF’s Strategic Objective 8 deals with Transport 
Infrastructure as follows: 

 
Strategic Objective 8 
Reducing the Need to Travel and Improved Transport Choices – by: 

 Completing first class retail and other facilities in Wembley that reduce the need 
to travel to other centres.   

 Improving key transport interchanges in Wembley, Alperton, First Central and 
Queen’s Park.   

 Promoting access by public transport, bicycle or on foot, and reducing car 
parking standards for growth areas because of their relative accessibility.   

 Reducing modal share of car trips to Wembley from 37% towards 25%.   

 Completing at least 5 car-free schemes per annum in the Plan period. 
 

2.24 The Core Strategy Sustainability Appraisal adopted a number of additional 
objectives: 

 
S7  To improve accessibility to key services especially for those most in need  

https://www.planningportal.co.uk/info/200136/policy_and_legislation
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/current-london-plan
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EN1  To reduce the effect of traffic on the environment  
EN3  To improve air quality  
EN7  To reduce contributions to climate change and reduce vulnerability to 

climate change  
EC5  To encourage efficient patterns of movement in support of economic 

growth  
 
2.25 The Wembley Area Action Plan (WAAP), published in January 2015, includes 

transport and parking policies intended to support the planned development and 
expansion of the Wembley area. Specifically in relation to parking, the WAAP sets 
out proposals for new car parks on the edge of the town centre, including coach 
parking, and also adopts parking standards for new developments in Wembley. 

 
2.26 The Council’s Parking Policy sets out a priority hierarchy for on-street parking as 

follows: 
 

 Local disabled resident parking * 

 Non-local disabled parking * 

 Local resident parking * 

 Essential worker in the delivery of public service 

 Local business operational parking/servicing  

 Short-stay shopper/visitor parking  

 Long-stay shopper/visitor parking  

 Long-stay commuter parking  
 

* Includes residents’ additional parking requirements for visitors and tradespeople 
(e.g. builders) who may require operational parking all day. 

 
This priority hierarchy has been specifically referred to by the Council when 
considering amendments to parking charges since 2006, and will continue to be 
taken into account when assessing future parking need. 

 
2.27 Finally, the Council’s latest published 2018/19 Annual Parking Report confirms that 

Brent is committed to providing a fair, consistent and transparent approach to parking 
and traffic enforcement. Publishing clear statistical and financial information will help 
achieve these objectives. Reporting is also an important part of accountability and 
transparency and is set out in The Secretary of State’s Statutory Guidance to Local 
Authorities on the Civil Enforcement of Parking Contraventions.  

 
The Council’s objectives for the parking service 
 

2.28 In the light of the above, the Council has adopted the objectives listed below for the 
operation and development of its parking service.  

 
Policy objectives 
 
 The Council seeks: 

 To improve the safety of all road users.  

 To provide affordable parking spaces in appropriate locations to promote and 
serve the needs of the local economy.  
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 To assist in providing a choice of travel mode and enable motorists to switch from 
unnecessary car journeys, to reduce traffic congestion, carbon emissions and 
pollution.  

 To promote carbon reduction and improved air quality by encouraging the use of 
vehicles with lower emission levels 

 To support local businesses by facilitating effective loading and unloading, and 
providing allocated parking where appropriate. 

 To provide the right balance between long, medium and short stay spaces in 
particular locations  

 To achieve a regular turnover of available parking space in shopping and 
commercial areas, to maximise business activity and promote economic growth 

 To assist the smooth flow of traffic and reduce traffic congestion.  

 To enable residents to park near their homes.  

 To facilitate visitor parking, especially by those visiting residents with personal 
care needs.  

 To assist disabled people with their parking needs, and enhance their access to 
local shops and key amenities 

 To prioritise parking controls to support the needs of local residents and 
businesses over event traffic. 
 

Operational objectives  
 
The Council aims: 

 To set a level of charges which balances demand and supply for parking spaces 
across the borough.  

 To provide an efficient service which constantly seeks to improve.  

 To be fair, consistent and transparent in our dealings with customers.  

 To publish clear statistical and financial information on a regular basis. 

 To consult parking account holders on any substantial changes to parking 
permits and prices, and undertake borough-wide consultation where deemed 
relevant.   
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3.  Brent’s Parking Policies in Action  
 
3.1  The Council’s overall approach to parking and enforcement is to work with residents 

and other stakeholders, to identify local problems and develop appropriate and 
proportional local solutions, which support and complement the Council’s wider 
polices and strategies. These solutions include: 

 

 the prohibition of parking where this would compromise safety and the free flow 
of traffic; 

 using parking controls to manage the demand for kerbside parking space; 

 providing convenient on-street parking for residents, visitors and businesses; 

 providing off-street parking (car parks) in areas where demand is greater than 
can reasonably be accommodated at the kerbside;  

 ensuring that new developments provide sufficient parking to avoid adding to the 
demand for parking on the street;  and 

 adopting approaches such as car clubs and car-free development that reduce the 
demand for parking space and encourage the use of more sustainable forms of 
transport. 

 
 

Waiting restrictions (red and yellow lines)  
 

3.2  The majority of yellow-line waiting restrictions in Brent are on strategic and distributor 
roads and have been introduced largely to promote safety, assist buses, enable 
servicing and aid efficient movement of traffic. Where practicable, short-stay parking 
bays are also provided on these roads. Red-line waiting restrictions on the Transport 
for London Road Network (TLRN) are the responsibility of TfL, but aim to meet 
similar objectives on London’s busiest roads.  

 
3.3  Elsewhere, waiting restrictions have been introduced to remove obstructive or unsafe 

parking at locations such as close to junctions, on bends, outside schools and where 
the visibility of other motorists is obstructed. Special arrangements apply to protect 
residents’ parking when events take place, especially in the Wembley area. In 
addition, restrictions are often placed in narrow streets, where parking would 
otherwise take place on both sides, to assist the emergency services in obtaining 
access.  

 
3.4  Waiting restrictions across the borough apply for a number of different time bands; 

many restrictions were introduced several years ago covering a standard working 
day from 8.00 or 8.30am to 6.30pm. Over the last 20 years the borough has seen 
increased traffic flows and congestion, more flexible working arrangements and the 
growth of evening and Sunday trading. As a result, peak traffic periods have spread 
and the peak times for parking demand have changed.  

 
3.5  To address this process of change, the Council reviews restriction time bands as part 

of a wider process by which waiting restrictions are regularly reviewed and amended 
in order to improve safety, continue meeting local needs, and rationalise provision in 
order to reduce ambiguity or confusion for drivers.  
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3.6  The Council sees the introduction of restrictions into residential streets as a last 
resort. This only takes place where safety is compromised by dangerous or 
obstructive parking, or where the bulk of the demand for kerbside parking is from 
people from outside the local area and is detrimental to residential and community 
activities.  

 
3.7  The views of residents and other frontages are always taken into account in deciding 

whether controls should be introduced. 
 
Legal powers 
 

3.8 The Council is empowered by the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 (as amended), 
the Traffic Management Act 2004, and other specific legislation to provide parking 
places on and off the highway, to charge for their use, and to carry out enforcement 
activities. The Greater London Council (General Powers) Act 1974 (as amended) 
bans footway parking in London.   

 
On-street parking  
 

3.9 A survey in 2014 indicated that there were then approximately 88,000 on-street 
parking places, both controlled and uncontrolled, available across the whole of Brent. 
Over large areas of the borough, particularly in the north and west, on-street parking 
remains available to motorists free of charge or restriction. In these areas, there are 
only limited lengths of kerbside waiting and loading restrictions in place on-street, 
including those necessary to ensure road safety. 

 
3.10 In areas of parking control, residents can purchase virtual vouchers to enable their 

visitors to park. Elsewhere, ad hoc on-street visitor parking is managed by the use of 
Pay and Display (P&D) bays, which normally require a virtual booking or a valid ticket 
or permit to be displayed in the windscreen of the vehicle parked in a defined bay. 
Pay and Display machines are located near shops and businesses within areas of 
controlled parking across the borough. Payment by mobile phone, which does not 
require a ticket to be displayed, has been available since 2012. It is an increasingly 
popular method of payment, accounting for over 75% of transactions in 2019.  

 
3.11 As the use of mobile telephone (cashless) parking increases, the number of P&D 

machines is reducing - particularly in residential areas.  We do still maintain an option 
to pay with cash in most areas; this will be kept under review. A mobile application 
(app) is available which increases the convenience of cashless parking, for example 
by sending text reminders when parking sessions are due to expire. 

 
3.12 The main areas of parking control also have bays reserved for local residents, or 

bays shared between residents and paying visitors. In some places there are also 
bays reserved for motorcycles, businesses, disabled people, doctors, car club 
vehicles and loading.  

 
 
3.13 Current shopping and business opening hours mean that in some areas there can be 

similar, and sometimes higher, levels of parking on Sundays and Bank Holidays than 
on normal weekdays or Saturdays. For this reason, parking controls apply on 
Sundays in a small number of locations as follows: 
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Zone Location 
E Ealing Road 
KR Kensal Green (part zone only) 
T   Brentfield Road  
W Wembley Hill 

 
Parking controls also operate on Bank Holidays in some busier areas. There is no 
enforcement on Christmas Day. However there is Bank Holiday enforcement on 
Boxing Day in the four zones listed above, plus zones KG (Kilburn Lane) and KM 
(Malvern Road). 

 
Controlled Parking Zones 
  

3.14  There are over 40 formal Controlled Parking Zones (CPZs) in the borough as well as 
other areas where some controlled parking operates without there being a formal 
CPZ. The distinguishing feature of a formal CPZ is that the hours of operation of the 
restrictions are displayed on signs at the entrances to the area. The hours of control 
that apply to single yellow lines and to permitted parking bays are usually the same, 
and it is not necessary to provide signs at each separate length of yellow line.  

 
3.15 The main exceptions to the uniform time restriction within a CPZ are double yellow 

lines, which prohibit parking “at any time” (i.e. 24 hours a day, every day) and do not 
require signs in addition to the lines themselves. Any other exceptions must be 
specifically signed as having different hours of control to the general hours of the 
scheme in question.  

 
3.16 A full list of CPZs and their hours of operation is contained in Appendix 1.   
 

Parking permits  
 

3.17 The Council issues a range of parking permits which enable the permit holder to park 
on-street in a bay designated for a particular type of user. The most common types of 
permit are for residents, residents’ visitors and businesses. Permits are of two 
general types: those which allow the holder to park in a bay reserved only for that 
type of permit holder (such as resident’s permit within a particular zone), and those 
which allow the user to park in a range of different bays (such as an Essential User 
Permit during operational hours). The Council launched its on-line parking permit 
system in 2013/2014. 

 
3.18 A permit does not guarantee the holder a dedicated space outside an individual 

address, nor is it a guarantee that there will be sufficient kerbside parking space 
available to cater for all those who may have permits to park in any particular road or 
zone at any one point in time.  

 
3.19 Permits are subject to terms and conditions. These can be found at Appendix 2, and 

on the Council’s website. These conditions include a limit on the size of a vehicle for 
which a permit may be obtained, and also on the number of permits which may be 
obtained under particular circumstances. 
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Residents’ permits 
 

3.20 The Council will issue a resident’s permit on request to those people who:  
 

 have a permanent address within a permit parking area and are able to provide 
evidence of this;  

 prove that they are the keeper of the vehicle for which the permit is sought by 
providing details of ownership or a leasing agreement; 

 agree to meet the terms and conditions shown at Appendix 2; and  

 pay the applicable fee.  
 

Applications are made online, and the validity of the resident’s address and the 
vehicle details are checked electronically. 

 
3.21 The maximum number of residents’ permits that can be purchased per household is 

three. Non-residents are not eligible for a Resident’s Parking Permit.  
 
3.22 The resident permit enables the holder to park in any resident bay, and in Shared 

Use (Resident/Pay & Display) bays, within the Zone shown on the permit. However, a 
permit does not give the holder the right to a parking space immediately outside their 
home or in their own street, nor does it guarantee the availability of a parking space. 
Neither does it allow the holder to park in bays reserved for other classes of vehicle, 
such as doctors’ bays or car club bays. 

 
3.23  Permits are only available in respect of vehicles that do not exceed a maximum 

length of 6.5m, a maximum height of 2.5m and a maximum weight of 3.5 tonnes. 
 
3.24 Residents’ parking permits are priced according to vehicle emissions and the number 

of vehicles in a household. The Council has established three Vehicle Bands as set 
out in the table below. The minimum charge for a permit is £25.00. Residents have 
the option of purchasing a 24-month, 12-month, 6-month, or 3-month permit. 

  

Vehicle emissions: Low Standard High 

Vehicle emissions (gCO2/km) of passenger vehicles 
registered on or after 1 March 2001 

Less than 
110 

110-200 201+ 

Cylinder capacity of engine (cc) of passenger vehicles 
registered before 1 March 2001 and goods carrying 
vehicles 

Less than 
1101 

1101-2400 
Over 
2400 

 
 
3.25 The charge for the second permit in a household is higher than the charge for the 

first, and the charge for a third and final permit is higher than the charge for the 
second permit. 

 
3.26 In June 2019, a surcharge on the price of a resident’s parking permit in CPZs was 

introduced for all diesel vehicles. 
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Shared use parking  
 

3.27  In order to allow short stay parking for visitors in predominantly residential areas, 
some bays have been designated as “shared use”. Shared use bays are available for 
use both by resident permit holders, and by the general public as pay and display 
bays. This allows visitors to the area to make use of the parking space vacated by 
residents who take their cars out of the area during the day.  

 
Visitor permits  
 

3.28 Residents who live in a controlled parking zone may purchase permits for use by 
their visitors, removing the need for a visitor to find a paid-for on- or off-street parking 
space. There are five specific options: 

 

 visitor household permits;  

 daily visitor parking;  

 Temple (T) zone visitor permit; 

 Wembley Hill (W) and Ealing Road (E) zone visitor permits (6.30pm to 9pm); and 

 event day visitor permits. 
 
3.29 A visitor household permit is a paper permit which displays the name of the 

resident’s street. It allows visitors to park in any resident or shared use bay, but only 
in the named street (or part of the street) within the zone shown on the permit. The 
permit may be displayed on any vehicle. Each household may only hold one  visitor 
household permit. 

 
3.30 All visitor household permits are charged at a flat rate, and do not depend on the 

resident having a car for their own use. 
 
3.31 Visitor parking vouchers are available to residents who live within a controlled 

parking zone and allow residents to book parking for their visitors in a resident 
parking bay within the zone that the resident lives. Visitor vouchers are electronic and 
require residents to set up a parking account, following which visitor vouchers can be 
booked online by telephone or by text. A minimum of five vouchers can be purchased 
at a time. Visitor parking prices are linked to the cost of public transport (bus fares) to 
encourage people to consider swapping to more sustainable modes of transport. 
Vouchers are available for two hour, four hour or all day parking session. Vouchers 
are activated by providing the Council with the visitor’s vehicle registration number, 
date and start time when using the 2 hour and 4 hour vouchers. In order to manage 
demand for parking spaces, there is a maximum annual cap of 300 bookings per 
household. 

 
3.32 The resident is issued with a voucher reference number. Civil Enforcement Officers 

will then have immediate access to the voucher information on their hand-held 
devices. There is nothing to display on the vehicle. Once a visitor parking session 
has been booked it cannot be cancelled.  

 
3.33 Controlled Parking Zone T (Temple) has 24-hour parking controls, while Zones W 

(Wembley Hill) and E (Ealing Road) have controls that extend from 8 am to 9 pm 
every day including bank holidays. Special visitor permit schemes have been 
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introduced to allow residents of these zones to receive visitors outside the hours of 
peak parking demand. 

 
3.34 The Temple Zone visitor permit allows residents' visitors to park between 6.30pm 

and 8am every day. Only one Temple Zone visitor permit can be purchased per 
eligible household.  

 
3.35 The W and E zone visitor permit allows residents' visitors within zones W and E to 

park between 6.30pm and 9pm and all day Sunday.  Only one W or E zone visitor 
permit can be purchased per eligible household.  

 
3.36 Event day visitor permits are discussed in the section on Wembley Event Day 

Parking.  
 
3.37 Residents of private roads or car free developments are not entitled to visitor permits. 
 

Temporary courtesy permit 
 

3.38 Temporary courtesy permits are issued with a one month duration. A fee is payable 
and the cost is not emissions-based. Typically the circumstances in which a courtesy 
permit is issued are: 

 

 the applicant has just moved into Brent and cannot yet authenticate their new 
address; 

 to cover a short period between buying a new vehicle and selling the old one; or 

 the annual permit has expired and the resident is moving out of Brent in less than 
three months. 

 
Replacement vehicle permit 
 

3.39  Replacement vehicle permits are available to existing permit holders whose normal 
vehicle is unavailable and who are temporarily using another vehicle. They are 
typically used by permit holders who have use of a garage courtesy car or a short-
term rental vehicle. There is a charge for the issue of a replacement permit. 

 
Business permits 
 

3.40 Business permits are available on request to local firms who are able to apply for up  
to a maximum of three permits per business, for each zone in which the business has 
premises. This is subject to providing the necessary proof of entitlement. The permit 
allows the vehicle to park in any permit holders bay within the same CPZ that the 
premises is based in without restriction. The permit does not exempt the vehicle from 
any other restrictions, so business permit holders still have to pay if they park in a 
Pay and Display bay, and they may not park in other reserved bays such as disabled 
bays (unless the driver or passenger is using a Blue Badge), car club bays, doctors’ 
bays, etc. 

 
3.41 Business permits are specific to a named CPZ and priced at a flat rate, not according 

to vehicle emissions. Permits are available for 12-months, 6-months or 3-months. 
Business permits are virtual, and vehicles will be automatically covered to park from 
the permit start date. The Council no longer offers Business Liveried Permits. 
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Business Permits for the Lower Place Industrial Estate 

 
3.42 In February 2016 the Council introduced its first business-only Controlled Parking 

Zone, in Stonebridge Ward. The Lower Place Business CPZ allows businesses to 
purchase up to three vehicle-specific permits (including motorcycles) used by that 
business. Given that the Lower Place Industrial estate is entirely populated by 
business premises, who are in effect the ‘residents’ of the area, the resident 
emissions-based permit pricing model applies.  The diesel surcharge provision also 
applies. 

 
3.43 Also introduced was a new Business Address Permit, aimed at businesses that 

experience a regular turnover of visiting motor vehicles as part of their day to day 
operations e.g. repair workshops. The permit operates in a similar way to the existing 
Visitor Household permit; it is non-vehicle specific and allows the vehicle to park 
anywhere on street within the CPZ area. Permits are limited to a maximum of 3 per 
business and are issued subject to the business demonstrating that they are 
essential to its day to day running. The Business Address Permit is now offered in all 
CPZs. 

 
 School Permits 
 
3.44 All schools located within CPZs can purchase up to 3 business permits for staff at the 

same price, terms and conditions as local businesses. These permits are restricted to 
the CPZ within which the school is located.  

 
3.45 The council actively encourages all schools to produce a School Travel Plan (STP) 

which includes information about the school and pupil & staff modes of travel. STPs 
are aimed at reducing car use and must include a measurable action plan outlining 
the actions that the school intends to take to meet its targets and objectives. 

 
3.46 Schools in CPZs with accredited STPs are also able to purchase school permits for 

staff. Schools with bronze accreditation are allowed three additional permits; schools 
with silver, six; and schools with gold accreditation, nine. This type of school permit 
offers a 25% discount on the price of business permits, recognising that staff only 
require parking space near the school during term time. 
 
Parking for Disabled People 
 

3.47  There is a national scheme for issuing Blue Badges to disabled people who meet 
national eligibility criteria. Eligibility for a Blue Badge is either automatically 
passported if the applicant is in receipt of one of a range of benefits, or is 
determined locally by the Council, following an assessment of the applicant’s 
level of mobility. On 30 August 2019, The Department for Transport updated their 
guidance on people who automatically get a Blue Badge. The scheme allows 
holders of Blue Badges a range of parking concessions to improve accessibility. 
These concessions include dispensations from paid on-street parking, and also 
allow parking on yellow lines for up to three hours unless a ban on loading or 
unloading is in force.  
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3.48 The Badge is issued to the individual, not to the vehicle, and can be used in any 
vehicle so long as the holder is travelling in it.  

 
3.49 Legislation allows the introduction of marked on-street disabled parking bays, in 

which the holders of Blue Badges are entitled to park if their permit is displayed in the 
windscreen of the vehicle that they are using. Motorists without a Blue Badge who 
park in one of these bays are liable to enforcement action.  

 
3.50 The use of a Blue Badge to obtain the above concessions is only permitted if the 

disabled person, to whom the Badge has been issued, is a driver or passenger in a 
vehicle at the time at which parking takes place. Any misuse of Badges is an offence, 
and in such cases the Badge may be withdrawn from the disabled person.  

 
3.51 Residents of England qualify automatically for a Blue Badge if they are aged two or 

over and one of the following applies: 
 

 they are registered blind  

 they get the higher rate mobility component of disability living allowance (DLA)  

 they have been awarded 8 points or more in the ‘moving around’ activity of the 
personal independence payment (PIP)  

 they get war pensioners’ mobility supplement 

 they have received a lump sum payment from the Armed Forces and Reserve 
Forces Compensation scheme (within tariff levels 1-8).  

 
3.52 Anyone over two years old may be eligible for a Blue Badge, if they either: 
 

 have a permanent and substantial disability which means they cannot walk, or 
makes walking very difficult; or 

 drive a motor vehicle regularly and have a severe disability in both arms, making 
it very difficult or impossible to operate parking meters. 

 have a terminal illness, which means they are unable to walk or find walking very 
difficult and have a DS1500 form 

 if they are always a significant risk to themselves or other people when they are 
near vehicles, in traffic or car parks 

 they often become extremely anxious or fearful of public or open spaces 
 

3.53 A parent of a child who is younger than three years old may also apply for a Blue 
Badge. The child must have a specific medical condition which means that they 
either: 

 

 must always be accompanied by bulky medical equipment which is very difficult 
to carry around; or 

 need to be kept near a vehicle at all times to get emergency treatment for a 
condition when necessary. 

 
 3.54 People who do not automatically qualify for a Blue Badge may have an application 

agreed following a desk-based assessment which considers the evidence (usually 
medical) that the applicant can supply to confirm their mobility problems. Otherwise 
the applicant will be subject to a mobility assessment to determine whether their level 
of mobility is such as to qualify for a Badge. 
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3.55 The Council has introduced the statutory maximum fee of £10 for issuing a Blue 
Badge.  

 
Parking by disabled residents 

 
3.56  With increasing numbers of cars parking in the Borough’s streets, many residents 

experience difficulty parking close to their homes. Whilst all drivers can suffer 
inconvenience at times, disabled drivers are more seriously affected. In recognising 
the special needs of disabled drivers, Brent Council seeks to assist those who are 
most disadvantaged by mobility problems. 

 
3.57  Where a resident has sufficient room on their property to accommodate a vehicle, 

the Council’s has a policy and application process for a dropped kerb if residents 
want to park their vehicle off street. The Council can carry out works to drop the kerb 
and construct a strengthened ramp in the footway to enable the resident to access 
their property at the owner’s expense. In some cases, Blue Badge holders may be 
able to claim some financial assistance to carry out this work, as part of a personal 
care package. However, this option may not be possible if there is insufficient space, 
and in some circumstances it may be necessary to seek planning permission for the 
changes.  

 
3.58 If a Blue Badge holder experiences problems with parked vehicles obstructing their 

driveway access, a white line or “access bar” can be marked on the road free of 
charge. Access bars are discussed in more detail later in this document. 

 
          Disabled Persons’ Parking Places (DPPP) 
 
3.59   A Disabled Person’s Parking Place is a parking space marked on the public highway 

by a white-painted box with a sign indicating that it is for the use of blue badge 
holders only. The space is defined by a Traffic Management Order, which makes it 
an offence for any vehicle to be parked there without displaying a valid blue badge. 
The process for making a Traffic Management Order means that anyone affected by 
the proposed bay can submit an objection, which must be considered before a 
decision is reached on whether to designate the space. 

 
3.60  Even when a bay is requested by a householder, it is not reserved for their personal 

use. The disabled person’s parking place is still available for any blue badge holder 
to use, although in practice this may be a rare event.  

 
3.61  The Council’s criteria for granting a disabled person’s parking place are as follows: 
 

 The applicant must be a registered Blue Badge holder. 

 Where off-street facilities are available, a bay may be provided if the applicant can 
demonstrate that the facilities are either unsuitable for the use of a disabled person 
due to the nature of their disability, or unsuitable for their vehicle.  

 The applicant must use and drive a vehicle kept at the premises, except where the 
applicant:  

a)    requires substantial physical assistance from the driver of the vehicle when 
entering and leaving the vehicle and the driver is generally the only person 
available to assist the passenger: or 
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b)    is sufficiently mentally or physically incapacitated to necessitate constant 
supervision by the driver of the vehicle and the driver of the vehicle is the 
only person available to effect this supervision.  

c)    The driver should also live at the applicant’s address. 

 

 All Disabled Person's Parking Places are operational 'at any time'. 

 Disabled Persons’ Parking Places will only be approved at locations where road 
safety will not be adversely affected by their provision.  

 Where Disabled Persons’ Parking Places are considered to be no longer necessary 
due to a change in circumstances, or are reported to be unused, they will be 
removed.  

 
3.62   Disabled Person’s Parking Places are not provided for:  
 

 Dial-a-Ride, taxis, hospital drivers or others, for the purpose of picking up of or 
setting down passengers. 

 Non-disabled visitors or carers.  
 
Personalised bays for disabled people 
 

3.63  In addition to providing ordinary Disabled Person’s Parking Places as set out above, 
the Council has its own local scheme to assist residents with a greater degree of 
disability. A personalised bay reserves the space for a named user, and other Blue 
Badge holders may NOT park in the bay. 
 

3.64  The Council’s main criteria for granting a personalised bay are as follows: 
 

 Applicants must hold a Brent issued valid Blue Badge. 

 Applicants must be receiving the DLA Higher rate of Mobility Component for an 
indefinite period or Personal Independence Payments (PIP) enhanced rate of 
Mobility component. The higher rate of Attendance Allowance will also be accepted 
for applicants aged 65 or over.   

 Applicants must be driving their own car or nominate a carer who drives them, the 
carer is in receipt of the Carer’s Allowance reward.   

 Applicants must have no access to off street parking facilities, a bay may be 
provided if the applicant can demonstrate that the facilities are either unsuitable for 
the use of a disabled person due to the nature of their disability, or unsuitable for 
their vehicle.              

 The bay will be subject to an annual review. 
 
3.65 The full criteria for provision of a personalised disabled bay are set out at Appendix 3. 
 

Off-street parking for disabled people 
 

3.66  The Council provides dedicated parking bays for disabled people in most of its car 
parks. Commercially-run public car parks may also provide dedicated bays. 

 
3.67  The Council also places requirements on developers through the planning process to 

provide stipulated numbers of dedicated off-street parking places for disabled 
customers, staff and visitors in new developments.  
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Essential User Parking 
 

3.68 The Council operates an Essential User Permit (EUP) scheme to help charitable and 
public sector organisations to provide essential care and services in controlled 
parking zones. The scheme was introduced in 2003 and updated in 2019, following a 
review of the provision and consultation with stakeholders.  

 
3.69 The eligibility criteria for issuance of an Essential User Permit (EUP) is “any person 

who performs a statutory service on behalf of the Council, including social housing 
management, highways maintenance works and residential or community care 
management, or is a health visitor, general practitioner, district or community nurse, 
midwife, chiropodist, dentist or osteopath employed by the National Health Service, 
or who provides home visiting on behalf of religious or non - profit making charitable 
organisation”. 

 
3.70 An EUP is only valid whilst the permit-holder is undertaking official duties. This 

usually means at a clients' house or workplace, and never includes the permit 
holders' own office or other workplace.  In addition, the permit may not be used for 
official duties within 500 metres of the holder's place of work (for LB Brent staff based 
at the Civic Centre, this restriction applies within 750m). The permit does not 
guarantee that a space will be available for the user at any particular location. 

  
3.71 Since June 2019, the Council has made a distinction between Essential User Permits 

issued to NHS, Care and Charity Organisations and those issued to other 
organisations (these include Council contractors and service providers commissioned 
by the Council). Permits are priced at a flat rate depending on the category the 
organisation falls within and are available for 12-months. 

 
3.72 Applications for EUPs are made using an online form and require an employer’s 

declaration to be completed and signed to ensure the eligibility criteria has been met.  
 
3.73 An EUP entitles the permit holder, whilst undertaking official duties, to park in: 
 

 a resident permit holders-only bay; 

 a permit holders-only bay; or 

 a dual-use bay (pay & display and permit/resident permit-holders bay). 
 
3.74 An EUP does not entitle a holder to park in or on: 
 

 pay & display only bays;  loading bays; 

 doctors’ bays;  taxi ranks; 

 disabled bays;  motorcycle bays; 

 car club bays;  yellow line restrictions; 

 car parks;  bus stops; 

 a Controlled Parking Zone operated by another borough; 

 any place subject to Wembley Event Day restrictions; 

 privately-owned land, including housing estates owned by Brent Council;  and 

 suspended bays. 
 
3.75 A full list of terms and conditions is available on the Council’s website. 
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Car Clubs 
 

3.76 Car clubs are short-term car rental services that allow their members access to 
locally parked cars. Payment is by the minute, hour or day. Car clubs are now well-
established in Brent. These have either come about through planning agreements 
relating to individual developments, or through the Council working with car club 
companies to provide on-street bays where car club vehicles can be kept. The 
Council’s Long Term Transport Strategy includes a commitment to draw up a Car 
Club Management Plan that will aim both to provide encouragement for car clubs in 
Brent, and also to provide a framework by which space on the highway can be 
equitably allocated between competing car club operators and private vehicle 
owners.  

 
3.77 Car clubs offer significant benefits including: 
 

 reducing on-street parking stress, by reducing the number of parked cars, 
encouraging car sharing and helping some residents to give up private car 
ownership; 

 reducing traffic congestion (research demonstrates that car club members typically 
reduce their car mileage in favour of more sustainable means of travel); 

 achieving emissions reductions, contributing to the Council’s commitment to 
improve air quality in Objective 5 of the Long Term Transport Strategy; and 

 reducing costs to individuals who only use a car occasionally.  
 
3.78 The Council facilitates the provision and enforcement of on-street car-club bays in 

the borough, and will seek to increase their number where there is a clear demand. 
The Long Term Transport Strategy includes a target to increase the number of car 
club vehicles available to Brent residents by 20% by 2035.  

 
3.79 Car club bays are reserved for the use of car club vehicles at any time, and exclude 

other permit holders and disabled drivers.  The Council also supports flexible car club 
operating services across Brent. Flexible car clubs do not require users to park the 
vehicle in a dedicated car club bay;  customers of this type of car club may park free 
of charge in resident bays across the borough, but not in shared use or Pay & 
Display bays. 

 
Electric vehicles and Electric Vehicle Charging Points (EVCPs) 
 

3.80 The Council supports the adoption and use of ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEVs), 
including electric vehicles, due to their lower carbon emissions and impact on air 
quality. In addition, the Mayor of London has a policy to improve the availability of 
electric vehicle charging points across London. Electric vehicles have the potential to 
help reduce kerbside emissions if they become widely used, although current 
technology means that they are likely to be a more attractive choice in urban areas 
where the possibility exists of creating a network of publicly available charging points.  

 
3.81 Residents’ permits for electric vehicles have a low fee to cover permit administration 

costs, and electric vehicles are currently exempt from the central London Congestion 
Charge. 
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3.82 As the number of Brent residents purchasing new electric vehicles is increasing 
every year, with hybrid (petrol/electric) being the most popular, the Council has faced 
the challenge of finding potential locations for introducing EVCPs whilst having a 
minimum impact on the ever increasing pressure for parking. 

 
3.83 The Council’s Long Term Transport Strategy 2015-2035 makes a commitment to 

work with Ultra Low Emission (ULEV) charging network operators to enable trips to 
be completed by cleaner cars. 

 
3.84 The Council’s Air Quality Action Plan 2017-2022 was approved in November 2017. It 

gives support to the installation of on-street EVCP’s throughout the borough as well 
as the take up of electric taxis and commercial vehicles. 

 
3.85 As of April 2020, four Council car parks have charging points, namely: 
 

 Brent Civic Centre, Engineer’s Way 

 Preston Road 

 St. Johns Road 

 Wendover Road 
 
3.86 In addition, as of April 2020, there are a number of other off-street locations in Brent 

with public charging points: 
 

 Asda Wembley, Forty Lane 

 London Designer Outlet, Red Car Park, South Way 

 Asda Colindale, Capitol Way 

 IKEA Wembley, Drury Way 

 Ace Cafe, North Circular Road 
 
3.87 The potential exists to install more public on-street charging points. Since any bays 

would have to be reserved for electric vehicles only. Locations for EVCPs are 
identified by taking into account where electric vehicles are registered in the borough 
and requests from residents. The Council will take into account future demand and 
the loss of general public parking before considering whether to install any on-street 
bays. The Council has recognised that there is a greater demand for EVCPs in the 
south of the borough where there is less off street parking available. As it is not 
permissible to have a live electric cable running across the public highway, electric 
vehicle owners do not have the option to charge their vehicles whilst at home.  

 
Motorcycle parking 
 

3.88  Motorcycles – i.e. powered two-wheeled motor vehicles (PTWs) - are efficient users 
of road and parking space and, in general, produce less carbon and pollutant 
emissions than most other motor vehicles.  

 
3.89 Motorcycles can be a cheap and convenient means of personal transport. There are 

a number of areas in the borough where the demand for motorcycle parking is high, 
for example around key public transport interchanges. The siting of PTW parking 
facilities needs to be carefully planned, so that they are highly visible to encourage 
natural surveillance and minimise theft. 
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3.90 The Council provides dedicated on-street motorcycle bays where this is justified by 
demand and the needs of other highway users. The current locations, as of April 
2020, are: 

 

 Algernon Road  Bayford Road 

 Bolton Gardens  Buckley Road 

 Buller Road  Burton Road 

 Chichester Road  Claremont Road 

 Coventry Close  Dyne Road 

 Harvist Road (3 sites)  Kempe Road 

 Kilburn Lane (3 sites)  Kingsbury Road 

 London Road  Montrose Avenue 

 Neasden Lane (2 sites)  Oxford Road 

 Pember Road  Priory Park Road 

 Rainham Road  St. John's Road 

 Station Parade, Willesden  Station Terrace, northern arm 

 Summerfield Avenue  Victoria Road 

 Wakeman Road  Walm Lane 

 Warfield Road  Willesden Lane (2 sites) 
 
3.91 Solo motorcycles can also park free of charge in: 
 

 pay and display bays 

 resident bays 

 shared use bays 

 permit holder parking bays 

 Council-run car parks in Brent (some of which have dedicated motorcycle bays). 
 
3.92  Motorcycles in the Lower Place (LP) controlled parking zone require either a valid 

permit or parking session to park. Motorcycles can park for free in the short stay  
section of Disraeli Road car park only.  

 
3.93  Motorcycles may not park on yellow lines during controlled hours or on the pavement 
 

Cashless parking  
 

3.94 A system for cashless parking payments has been in operation across the borough 
since 2010. It allows motorists to pay to park their vehicle using a mobile phone or 
device and a bankcard, instead of using coins in a parking machine. 

 
3.95 The system offers a wide range of benefits to customers, including choice of payment 

method, reminders that their parking session is due to end, and the flexibility to 
extend their parking session using their mobile phone, thereby eliminating the need 
to over-book initially. 

 
3.96 Benefits to the Council include cost reductions in respect of coin processing, parking 

machine provision and maintenance, and reduced theft of cash from machines. Many 
parking machines are reaching the end of their reliable life, and without a transition to 
cashless parking, the Council would incur the capital cost of replacement. 

 

http://brent.gov.uk/services-for-residents/parking/car-parks/
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3.97 The Council’s current provider of cashless parking services trades as RingGo.  
Before using the service it is necessary to register, either in advance or at the time of 
parking, by providing the number plate, colour and make of the vehicle and details of 
the payment card to be used. There are several ways to pay to park with RingGo:  

 

 by using an application (app) on a suitable mobile device 

 by calling the phone service  

 by text message  

 through the internet (either via a mobile device or a PC). 
 
3.98 When parking, a user is asked to: 
 

 confirm the vehicle identity;  

 confirm the location; 

 state the proposed length of stay; and  

 provide the security code from the payment card being used. 
 
3.99 There is no charge for registering with RingGo and no charge for downloading or 

using the RingGo iPhone and Android apps.  Motorists can opt to pay a small charge 
to receive confirmation messages and reminder texts, and pay their provider charges 
for text messages if using the "text to park" option. If you call RingGo, you will be 
charged the standard rate agreed with your mobile service provider. If you provide 
your email address you can opt-in to receive a free email receipt automatically every 
time you park. Since 2013 the charges for cashless parking stays of more than 30 
minutes have been 50p cheaper than for cash payments in Pay and Display bays. 

 
Taxis and Taxi Ranks 
 

3.100 There are ten taxi ranks in the Borough, as at April 2020, listed below. The purpose 
of a taxi rank is to provide residents and visitors with a set location where they can 
hire a licensed taxi. Ranks are located in places where people are most likely to 
need a taxi, and there is a particular focus on the Wembley area. The ranks are the 
only places where a taxi may wait for business in a stationary position. It is an 
offence for any other vehicle to park in a taxi rank.  

 Bridge Road, Wembley Park. Open 24 hours. 
 Brook Avenue, Wembley. Open 24 hours. 
 Crownhill Road, Harlesden. Open 24 hours. 
 Engineers Way (Wembley Arena). Wembley. Open 15 minutes before to 30 minutes 

after end of performances. 
 Engineers Way (Wembley market). Open Sundays only. 
 Fernbank Avenue, Sudbury Hill. Open 24 hours. 
 Kingsbury Road, Kingsbury. Open 24 hours. 
 London Road (High Road) Wembley. Open 24 hours. 
 Station Crescent, Sudbury Town. Open 24 hours. 
 Station Parade, Willesden Green. Open 24 hours. 

3.101  Taxi ranks are designated by TfL in consultation with the Council, and the Council 
has responsibility for enforcement. The Council will conduct monitoring of stands 
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and will continue to liaise with TfL over future arrangements and the provision or 
alteration of taxi facilities. 

 
3.102 The Council’s Local Development Framework preserves Policy TRN30 of the 2004  

Unitary Development Plan, which says that developments likely to attract significant 
numbers of visiting members of the public should include adequate taxi parking 
facilities where boarding and alighting does not obstruct the public highway. 

 
Doctors’ Bays 
 

3.103 Doctors’ parking bays are issued to registered practitioners for use at their  
surgeries, subject to production of proof that the premises are in current use as a 
surgery. The bays are restricted for use by the individual permit holder. The sign 
erected next to the bay includes the permit number, to indicate which user is 
permitted to park in the bay. Restrictions apply “at any time”, so no other vehicle 
may legitimately park in the bay. There is an upper limit of three permits per 
address.  

 
3.104 Doctors’ permits do not permit doctors to park elsewhere during home visits. Parking  

for home visits is covered by the Essential User and Health Emergency Badge 
schemes. 

 
Health Emergency Badge 
  

3.105  The Council is part of the London-wide Health Emergency Badge (HEB) scheme, 
which is administered by London Councils on behalf of the London boroughs. The 
HEB scheme is intended to identify doctors’ vehicles (and those of other qualifying 
health professionals) when being used on emergencies. The Badge provides no 
immunity from parking regulations, but if a vehicle otherwise parked illegally is 
observed to be displaying a Badge, Civil Enforcement Officers will not issue a 
Penalty Charge Notice (PCN) if the conditions of use are being adhered to.  

 
3.106 Badges are issued to a practice or clinic, not an individual, and can only be used by 

professionals providing emergency health care. This includes doctors, nurses, 
midwives and health visitors, but not other para-medical practitioners such as 
physiotherapists, chiropodists and occupational therapists, or social workers. 

 
3.107 The Badge should be clearly displayed by hanging it on the rear view mirror, and 

the address of the patient being visited must be shown. Badge users attending a 
medical emergency can park in meter, pay and display bays and residents’ bays 
without paying. If no alternative parking space is available, users can park on yellow 
lines. At all times, Badge users must ensure they do not cause an obstruction or 
endanger other road users. Badge users must not stay longer than necessary. 

 
3.108 A vehicle displaying an HEB will not normally be penalised without an attempt made 

to contact the driver at the address shown on the Badge. However, any challenge to 
a PCN must be individually contested using the normal process. 
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Wembley event day parking 
 

3.109 The size and number of events taking place at Wembley Stadium has led the 
Council to implement the Wembley Stadium Event Day Protective Parking 
Scheme. The scheme defines an event day zone where special parking restrictions 
are operational on all major event days at Wembley Stadium. 

 
3.110 Wembley Stadium is a public transport venue. The scheme’s restrictions are 

enforced to ensure that the area remains congestion free, and that minimum 
disruption is caused to the local community by visitors to the stadium. Anyone 
parking illegally in the event day zone is liable to receive a Penalty Charge Notice 
and may have their vehicle removed. 

 
3.111 Event day restrictions operate between 8am and midnight on main roads to the 

stadium, and generally between 10am and midnight elsewhere outside Controlled 
Parking Zones (i.e. streets which do not have parking controls on non-event days). 

 
3.112 In Controlled Parking Zones within the scheme area, the restrictions are 10am to 

midnight, and zone T (Brentfield Road) which operates at all times. 
 
3.113 Also in Controlled Parking Zones within the scheme area, existing residents’, 

business and other permits remain valid. In streets outside the CPZs, the Council 
offers a range of event day permits as follows: 

 

 Event day resident permit 

 Event day visitor permit 

 Event day business permit 

 Event day school permit 

 Event day place of worship permit 
 
3.114 Originally, Event Day Permits were paper-based and not vehicle-specific.. 

Residents are required to ensure that the permit is clearly displayed in the vehicle 
windscreen on event days to avoid being issued with a Penalty Charge Notice. 

 
3.115 Since June 2019, all Event Day Permits are issued as vehicle-specific, valid for 

three years, and a flat rate charge is made to contribute to the administrative cost of 
issuing the permit. These are also now issued as virtual permits, and the 
registration number of the registered vehicle is automatically recognised when 
checked by a Civil Enforcement Officer. 

 
3.116 Applicants for an event day resident permit will have their residential status 

checked in the same way as other applicants for a resident permit. The maximum 
number of event day permits that can be purchased per eligible household is three. 
Residents of private roads in the scheme area are also entitled to permits to allow 
them to park in enforceable parts of the event day zone during an event. 

 
3.117 Eligible households can also obtain event day visitor permits subject to a 

maximum of two per household. Residents of private roads in the scheme area are 
not entitled to visitor permits. 
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3.118 Event day business permits are available to legitimate businesses in the scheme 
area. These include passes specifically issued to support Royal Mail and 
Metropolitan Police operations in the area. For other eligible businesses, the 
maximum number of event day permits that can be purchased is three. 

 
3.119 Event day school permits are available to a capped number of staff (currently 20) 

at schools in roads in the scheme area. 
   
3.120 Up to 20 event day place of worship permits are available to recognised places 

of worship in roads in the scheme area that are subject to parking controls only on 
Wembley event days. It is not available to places of worship on roads that are 
subject to regular CPZ controls on non-event days.  

 
3.121 Permits issued to places of worship and schools are not vehicle-specific, and are 

transferable from one vehicle to another. Permits can only be used in roads within 
the area number shown on the permit. 
 
Other events 
 
Funerals and Weddings 
 

3.122 The Council will consider any special requests made by residents or funeral 
directors regarding parking arrangements for funerals or weddings. No charge is 
made for this service. The Council must be notified in advance in order for 
arrangements to be made to issue a temporary permit which must then be 
displayed in the vehicle windscreen.  

 
Annual Festivals and Events 
 

3.123  Brent is a highly diverse borough. According to the 2011 Census, the six major 
religions active in the UK (Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, and 
Sikhism) are all represented in Brent. Annual festivals and celebrations generate a 
significant amount of visitor traffic, and at times of key festivals, there can be severe 
localised parking congestion caused by visitors’ vehicles. This is particularly an 
issue in areas of the borough where demand for parking is already very high. 

 
3.124 The council will work with any faith group to consider requests for parking 

concessions on a case by case basis. The principle responsibility for informing the 
council of a planned festival or event lies with the organisers working on behalf of 
the place of worship or community organisations.  

 
3.125 The council should be informed a minimum of twelve weeks prior to the date of the 

event, in order to allow time to prepare and agree traffic management plans. 
Organisers are requested to notify the Councils Highways and Infrastructure service 
in the first instance.  

 
3.126 Both Highways and Parking services will work with organisers to assess the level of 

impact on traffic and parking congestion the event will have. The aim should be to 
ensure that plans are put in place to help mitigate any impact on traffic and parking 
congestion.  
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3.127 The council, as the highway authority, has a duty to manage parking demand 
effectively. In exceptional circumstances the council may consider making pay & 
display bays available free of charge on a temporary basis, to meet anticipated high 
demand and reduce the possible impact on parking availability for residents. 

 
3.128 Proposals which include agreed parking bay suspensions or dispensations may 

incur a charge. Agreed parking locations in specific roads and at times where 
parking would be permitted will also be considered. Information on public transport 
services will be provided. A detailed plan of available on- and off-street parking will 
also be provided. 

 
3.129 Where events or festivals are expected to attract over 500 visitors, the council may 

request organisers to arrange for volunteers to act as stewards on the roads around 
the place of worship. Their role will be to inform and guide visitors to designated 
parking locations while the event is taking place. Organisers may also be required 
to arrange for the agreed parking arrangements to be communicated to visitors by 
all practical means ahead of the event.  
 
Special occasions, one-off events and street parties 
 

3.130 The Council understands that many residents living in the borough may wish to hold 
non-religious events or celebrate special occasions from time to time, and these 
may also generate specific parking requirements. These events may be of any size, 
but some may be large and have wide-ranging impacts. The Council publishes a 
guide, “Organising Events in Brent”, which is available on the Council’s website, to 
assist people who wish to organise an event. The guide covers the very wide range 
of issues, including licensing and consultation, which may need to be addressed 
when organising an event.  

 
3.131 Any event that will lead to an increase in traffic and parking in a particular area, a 

larger than average number of people on public transport, or a road closure, is likely 
to need a Traffic Management Order (TMO). In some cases, an event organiser 
may wish to close a road for a short period of time. A road that is closed to vehicle 
access, even for a short period of time, has many implications:  

 

 the public may need to be informed of any road closures or diversionary routes 
well before the event dates;  

 buses, taxis and emergency vehicles may be affected and may need to be 
warned of diversions; 

 parking bays may need to be suspended for the day; 

 business loading zones may be affected.  
  
3.132 The Council requires a minimum of six weeks’ notice for street parties and a 

minimum of eight weeks’ notice for other events, for approval by the Borough Safety 
Advisory Group (BSAG) and to carry out the required procedures to close a road. 

  
3.133 The Council makes a charge to cover its costs where a Traffic Management Order 

is required to close a street for an event. 
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Places of worship and community centres 
 

3.134 Places of worship often provide valuable services to local communities, in addition 
to their principle function serving faith groups. There are over 200 places of worship 
located within the borough, with many located in residential areas. People often use 
their cars to travel to worship or to attend related community activities, and this can 
sometimes cause congestion and/or conflict with the parking needs of local 
residents and businesses. With the exception of event-day place of worship permits 
in Wembley (only premises that are not in a CPZ are eligible), no special on-street 
parking provision is made for places of worship and community centres.  

 
3.135 The Council seeks to work with any faith group that wishes to reduce the impact of 

travel to their premises and encourages the development of a Travel Plan for faith 
sites. This provides an opportunity to: improve access to the site for staff, members 
of the congregation and visitors; encourage more sustainable travel options; 
improve accessibility; reduce congestion and excessive demand for parking spaces; 
and reduce carbon emissions, pollution and noise.  

 
3.136 A specific Controlled Parking Zone (Zone T) is in place around the Neasden Temple 

to mitigate the impact on local streets. 
 

Commercial vehicles, deliveries and servicing 
 

3.137  To support the local economy and ensure that businesses can continue to receive 
deliveries and despatch goods, the Council normally allows stopping on yellow lines 
for the purpose of loading and unloading goods. This arrangement, which is 
formalised in a Traffic Order, allows up to 20 minutes for this action, so long as a 
continuous loading or unloading process is taking place. Civil Enforcement Officers 
allow a twenty-minute observation period to check that a vehicle is parked for 
loading, and not for any other purpose, before issuing a PCN. 

 
3.138 However, uncontrolled loading during peak traffic periods can lead to traffic 

congestion and endanger pedestrians, and it is therefore often necessary to prohibit 
loading and unloading at times of high traffic flow. These restrictions are indicated 
by signs and yellow kerb stripes (‘blips’).  

 
3.139 When considering new traffic or parking schemes, the Council consults with 

businesses to ensure that the proposals will not have an unduly negative impact on 
the local economy, and that the access and loading needs of businesses are met 
without unacceptably compromising traffic management or the other objectives of 
the scheme.  

 
3.140 Formal on-street loading bays can cause enforcement problems because of the 

difficulty in deciding whether a vehicle is involved in loading/unloading operations or 
is simply parking. The use of sections of yellow line, which prohibit parking but allow 
loading and unloading, is often a more flexible and practical way of providing for 
business needs. 

 
3.141  All business proposals for better loading facilities are considered in the context of 

existing rear-servicing access, the impact on bus services, and the potential for the 
loss of footway space where the proposal is to “cut in” a loading bay.  
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Overnight parking of commercial vehicles 
 

3.142 In common with most London boroughs, Brent prohibits the overnight parking of 
commercial vehicles on all borough streets. "Commercial vehicle" includes all  
goods vehicles whose maximum gross weight exceeds 5 tonnes, but does not 
include motor vehicles constructed or adapted solely for the carriage of not more 
than 12 passengers (exclusive of the driver) and their effects, or a hackney carriage 
(taxi). The parking ban operates from 6.30pm to 8.00am the following morning. 

 
3.143 In practice, this means that most buses and coaches (but not minibuses as 

commonly recognised), and most larger lorries, are banned from parking overnight.  
 

Coach parking 
 

3.144 The Council does not currently own or operate any on- or off-street coach parking 
facilities. However, privately-managed coach parking is provided for event days at 
Wembley Stadium. 

 
3.145 The Council’s Local Development Framework preserves Policy TRN30 of the 2004 

Unitary Development Plan, which says that developments likely to attract significant 
coach traffic (e.g. larger hotels and exhibition facilities) should include adequate 
coach stopping and parking facilities to ensure that unloading and alighting do not 
obstruct the public highway.  

 
3.146 The Wembley Area Action Plan of January 2015 suggested that existing stadium 

coach parking may be redeveloped, with any new coach parking being located 
away from the town centre, but within 960 metres of the centre of the Stadium. In 
2018, developers commenced work on a purpose-built complex, thought to be 
Europe’s first multi-storey coach parking complex near the East Gate of Wembley 
Stadium. The development is expected to be completed before the summer of 2020 
and represents a major investment in parking for the Stadium and Area, as well as 
the 85-acre development taking place at Wembley Park.  

 
Lorry Parking 
 

3.147 There are no dedicated lorry parks in Brent. 
 

Footway Parking  
 

3.148 Parking on the footway causes an obstruction for pedestrians with wheelchairs and 
buggies, sometimes forcing them into the carriageway. It can also result in broken 
paving, which can become a trip hazard and lead to serious injury to elderly 
pedestrians. 

 
3.149 The Greater London Council (General Powers) Act 1974 introduced a ban on 

parking on the footway, or on footway verges, in all roads in London. This is 
intended to prevent damage to the footway and to provide clear passage for 
pedestrians, carers with children in buggies, the visually impaired and wheelchair 
users. This ban is now decriminalised and subject to civil enforcement in the same 
way as other parking contraventions. 
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3.150 Within the context of the London-wide ban, boroughs can introduce exemptions to 
prevent obstruction of the carriageway. These exemptions aim to assist in reducing 
traffic congestion and improving community safety by reducing obstruction of 
emergency vehicles in residential areas, while retaining adequate access for 
pedestrians. There are standard signs and markings which indicate where footway 
parking is allowed 

 
3.151 The Council has adopted a set of criteria which have to be met before a street is 

granted exemption. These are: 
 

1. Exemption will be granted only where the parking of vehicles wholly within the 
carriageway reduces the carriageway width to less than 3 metres. 

2. A minimum footway width of 1.2 metres for temporary schemes, or 1.5 metres 
where a permanent Order has been made, must be available for pedestrians. 

3. Roads in shopping and other busy pedestrian areas will not be considered. 
4. Roads outside schools, play areas, libraries, hospitals, health centres and 

residential homes for the elderly and other places of public assembly, will not be 
considered. 

5. Any road where, were it to be exempted, vehicles would park on a grass verge 
will not be considered. 

6. No vehicle will be allowed to park where it would obstruct the proper use, by all 
classes of vehicles, of a turning area provided at the end of a cul-de-sac or 
similar blocked highway. 

7. Motor cycles will be permitted to park on footways where footway parking 
exemption has been granted. 

8. Exemption will not be granted where residents can provide off-street parking but 
have chosen not to do so, or do not use existing off-street parking places for a 
variety of reasons not considered acceptable on highway, traffic or amenity 
grounds. 

9. Where a street does not meet the above criteria for exemption, and where any 
enforcement action would create a situation where access for emergency 
vehicles is obstructed and/or the capacity of the highway is reduced below its 
functioning level, special consideration will be given according to the particular 
circumstances, and the criteria relaxed as necessary.  

 
Emergency vehicles 
 

3.152 Fire, Ambulance or Police vehicles are exempt from all parking controls and 
restrictions while they are being used operationally in the borough. Access for these 
vehicles can prove difficult, especially at certain times of the day and along 
particular busy distributor routes 

 
3.153 The presence of parked motor vehicles along these routes, and indeed in narrower 

residential streets, can sometimes delay emergency vehicles. This can have severe 
consequences. This problem is exacerbated when the driver of an illegally parked 
motor vehicle which is obstructing an emergency cannot be located quickly.  

 
3.154 Unhindered access for emergency vehicles is essential and the Council will 

rigorously enforce against unauthorised parking on all of the main emergency 
corridors.  
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3.155 Emergency vehicle access is always considered when considering new traffic or 
parking schemes, and in considering applications for new developments.  

 
School “Keep Clear” markings 
 

3.156 The Council installs yellow zig-zag “Keep Clear” markings near schools at sites 
where parked vehicles are a hazard to children. The markings are a reminder not to 
stop and park at the school entrance for whatever reason and are enforceable 
under moving traffic contravention rules. The Deregulation Act 2015, which 
restricted parking enforcement by CCTV, still allows the Council to use CCTV to 
enforce these markings.  
 
Access Bars  
 

3.157  In areas outside Controlled Parking Zones, residents and businesses sometimes 
experience difficulty with drivers obstructing vehicular access to their premises. 
However the introduction of short sections of yellow line may not be practicable, as 
resources for the enforcement of waiting restrictions are limited.  

 
3.158  The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions allow the provision of white 

access bars (carriageway markings to diagram 1026.1) across driveways where 
there is the potential for obstruction. The markings are to indicate to drivers that 
there is a vehicle access or crossover present and that they should not park.  

 
3.159 Residents and businesses may apply to the Council for a white line marking. 

Markings cannot be provided where waiting restrictions are in force or where the 
white line would conflict with other carriageway markings. Accesses which are 
shared between two or more premises require the consent of all the affected 
occupiers. The Council makes a charge for this service. However, the charge may 
be waived for disabled applicants as part of a personal care package. 

 
3.160 White line markings are advisory and are intended to act as a deterrent to 

thoughtless parking. However, enforcement is possible in some circumstances. The 
London Local Authorities and Transport for London Act 2003 (section 14) allows the 
Council to issue Penalty Charge Notices to, or remove, vehicles parked across 
dropped footways. This includes places where the footway is dropped to allow 
pedestrians to cross the road more easily.  

 
3.161 In cases where a dropped footway is there to provide access to a driveway which is 

for individual residential premises (and not a business or shared with other 
premises), then enforcement action can only be taken when the occupier of the 
premises requests the local authority to do so. This means that it is not an offence 
for a residential occupier to park across his or her own driveway. The Council 
operates a telephone service between the hours of 8am and 10pm (except 
Christmas Day) which allows residents to ask for the removal of a vehicle which is 
blocking their driveway. 

 
3.162 Other obstructions of the highway are a matter for Police enforcement and are dealt 

with under Section 137 of the Highways Act 1980. 
 
 

http://brent.gov.uk/services-for-residents/transport-and-streets/moving-traffic-contraventions/
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Cycle parking 
 

3.163 The Council encourages everyone living and working in Brent to cycle, for the 
benefits it offers to the individual as well as the benefits for the local community 
through reducing pollution, congestion and emissions. The provision of convenient, 
clean, well-lit and secure cycle parking can play a major role in an individual’s 
decision to cycle on a particular journey. 

 
3.164 Cycle parking facilities can be found throughout the borough in convenient locations 

near shops, workplaces and railway and underground stations, and the Council 
continues to identify new locations for the provision of cycle parking.  

 
3.165 There is also a requirement to provide cycle parking in most new developments, 

including housing developments. The standards are set out in the Council’s Local 
Development Framework (LDF), and compliance with these standards is checked 
as part of the planning application process.  

 
3.166 Cycle parking is administered by the Council’s Highways and Infrastructure service. 

 
Off-street Parking (Car Parks) 
 

3.167  Public car parks in the Borough are operated both by the Council and by private 
operators. Car parks are the only way of providing substantial numbers of 
parking spaces in areas of high demand. They generally offer the opportunity to 
park for longer than nearby on-street space and often offer a cheaper tariff and 
visible security measures.  

 
3.168 An annual car park season ticket is available for some of the car parks operated 

by the Council. A season ticket will allow you to park your vehicle in a specific 
car park within the borough Monday to Sunday. Season tickets are available to 
purchase for three, six or twelve months through the parking account. 

 
3.169 Currently season tickets are available at Northwick Park, close to Northwick 

Park Hospital and Tube Station, Preston Road, by Preston Road Tube Station 
and Disraeli Road, in the Lower Place Industrial estate. 

 
3.170 During major events at Wembley Stadium, for visitors who wish to drive and park 

their vehicle, the council has introduced pre-booked parking sessions in Lonsdale 
Road and Preston Road car parks. These car parks offer safe, secure parking and 
are within a short walk of Wembley Stadium. Tickets can be booked via Wembley 
Park website in advance of the event, providing an easy and convenient option. 

 
3.171  A summary of the Council’s off-street parking supply is given in Appendix 4. The 

total Council off-street parking stock in the Borough is 614 spaces (including 
motorcycle spaces), allocated as follows: 

 
Car spaces  554 Parent & child spaces     4 
Disabled spaces    14 Electric vehicle 

spaces*       
  

6 Business spaces    26 
Motorcycle (P2W) spaces   10 
    

Total spaces  614   
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 (* 47 electric vehicle spaces are also available as general parking) 
 

There are also over 1,900 spaces in privately run car parks available to the 
public.  

 
3.172 In addition to the above, there are large numbers of spaces associated with 

shopping centres, supermarkets etc., although these are normally intended for 
customers only. 

 
Parking on Driveways 
 

3.173 The concentration of event venues in Wembley means that a market has developed 
in which private householders, who are entitled to on-street permits, make their 
private driveways available for rent on a daily basis. In terms of town planning, this 
is legal for up to 28 days a year. Any more permanent commercial use of a 
residential driveway would require the granting of planning consent. 

 
3.174 There are additional parking controls on event days in the Wembley Stadium Event 

Day Parking Zone that are designed to reduce parking stress and protect the 
normal activities of residents and businesses on event days. The renting out of 
private residential space adds to parking stress by displacing residents’ vehicles on 
to the street, while long-stay event visitors, who would normally not be able to park, 
occupy the off-street space. 

 
Parking on housing estates 
 

3.175 Brent’s council-owned housing estates are managed by the Brent Housing 
Management service, which has responsibility for providing, managing and 
controlling parking on the estates’ unadopted streets, and for providing and 
managing secure cycle parking for residents. While roads on housing estates may 
sometimes appear similar to the surrounding public highway, they are in fact private 
roads. A separate permit system operates on estate roads. Permits issued by the 
Council’s Parking service for use in nearby Controlled Parking Zones are not valid 
on Brent housing estates.  

 
3.176 Blue Badge holders are not automatically entitled to park on estate roads, and 

where disabled parking is available, additional conditions may apply.  
 
3.177 Brent Housing residents are able to apply for up to two resident permits and one 

visitor permit, subject to providing proof of residence and confirmation that 
residents’ vehicles are registered at the applicant’s address. Permits last for one 
year. 

 
3.178 Residents of housing estates may also apply for a normal on-street parking permit 

in the relevant zone, but only if their address is on an adopted road 
 
Procedure for introducing on-street parking schemes  
 

3.179  The Council will consider the introduction of new CPZs or other on-street parking 
controls where: 
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 there is public support and there is evidence of a need for management of the 
demand for parking; or  

 parking is compromising road safety.  
 

Controls have been introduced in order to regulate traffic volumes and parking 
demand in order to support the transport and environment objectives of the LDF 
and the Long Term Transport Strategy. 
 

3.180 The programming of new parking projects is subject to prioritisation, alongside other 
transport projects within existing budgets. Funding for new parking controls may 
also be available when the transport assessment for a new development indicates 
the need for additional controls, and the funding for the work is secured under a 
planning agreement related to the development.  

 
3.181  As required by the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984, all restrictions on kerbside 

parking must be introduced by making a permanent or experimental Traffic 
Management Order. As part of the order-making process, local authorities are 
required to carry out statutory consultation with defined stakeholders. These 
include:  

 

 the emergency services;  

 adjoining authorities, if affected;  

 representatives of freight transport operators; and  

 other known stakeholders who would be materially affected by measures.  
 
3.182  In advance of the statutory order-making consultation, the Council will normally 

undertake informal consultation with residents, frontagers and elected ward 
Members. In some cases it may be appropriate to consult over a wider area 
before moving on to the statutory phase. Depending on the circumstances, and 
the scale of the proposal, consultees can also include Transport for London and 
local transport interest groups, such as Brent London Cycle Campaign.  

 
3.183  The Council now seeks to make its consultations available on-line and through 

social networking sites. This allows a greater flexibility in reaching and 
responding to consultees and potentially opens access to decision-making to a 
broader spectrum of the population. Through this process, stakeholders in the 
community can play a part in developing schemes that provide solutions which 
address specific local issues.  

 
3.184  Following the consultation process, the Council decides on the measures to be 

introduced following consideration of any comments or objections received. 
New schemes and changes to existing waiting and loading restrictions are 
generally made using permanent Traffic Management Orders. 
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4.  Parking Spaces and New Development 
 
4.1 As explained in Section 2 above, the Local Development Framework (LDF) is the 

Council’s main planning policy document or, more correctly, series of documents. 
The provision of parking space in new developments is governed by local policies 
contained in the LDF, which in turn must comply with national planning policy and the 
London Plan. These policies cover not just the number of car parking spaces 
required, but also disabled parking, cycle parking, the provision of electric vehicle 
charging points, deliveries and servicing. 

 
4.2 In November 2016 the Council published the Development Management Policies 

(DMP) document. This document sets out the Council’s policies which along with 
other policies within the National Planning Policy Framework, London Plan, Brent 
Local Plan and Neighbourhood Plans will be used for the determination of planning 
applications for development in the borough. 

  
4.3 In general terms, the Council’s parking standards and managing the availability of car 

parking for new developments are contained in DMP section 12 and in Appendix 1 
Parking Standards. 

 

 Where parking is proposed, standards applied are based on whether the 
development is in inner or outer Brent with exceptions for regeneration and 
growth areas which would be subject to transport assessment verification; and 

 Take account of public transport accessibility in the vicinity of the site, with a 
distinction made between areas of the borough to the north and the south of the 
Dudding Hill railway line as this broadly reflects variations in public transport 
provision. 

 
Car-free development 
 

4.4 The Council’s planning policies generally require that residential developments 
should include some parking provision for residents. The number of parking spaces 
required can vary depending on the location of the development, the degree of public 
transport accessibility and the type of tenure. 

 
4.5 Brent has characteristics associated with both Inner and Outer London. Brent’s 

standards do not significantly deviate from those in the London Plan. Managing the 
impact of parking covers the role of car free development. 

 
4.6 The amount of parking provided in accordance with parking standards is a balance 

between a number of factors. These include seeking to reduce unnecessary car trips, 
promoting effective use of land, make development viable and not creating on street 
parking pressure which undermines the quality of life. The standards promote fewer 
spaces in locations better served by alternative transport.  

 
4.7 The emphasis is on not trying to provide spaces where they are unnecessary. 

Opportunities for car free development might include locations close to public 
transport interchanges where space for parking is constrained. Other areas within 
Controlled Parking Zones that are easily accessible by public transport may also be 
suitable for car free development. 
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4.8 Exceptionally, “car-free” housing developments may be permitted in areas with good 

or very good public transport accessibility. In Wembley, the Wembley Area Action 
Plan of January 2015 states Policy WEM 15 that the Council will promote the 
implementation of car-free development where it can be associated with good public 
transport accessibility. 

 
4.9 An essential aspect of car-free developments is that occupation is restricted by 

condition to those who have agreed not to be car owners (other than for pooled 
communal vehicles). These residents will not be granted residents’ parking permits or 
event day residents’ parking permits.  

 
4.10 Consequently it is only possible to consider car-free development in areas where on-

street parking is already restricted.  
 

Transport assessments and travel plans  
 

4.11 Larger developments may be required to submit a transport assessment as part of 
the planning application process. Transport assessments identify the amount of 
travel likely to be generated by a development, how people are likely to travel, and 
any impact the development may have on the road or public transport networks. A 
transport assessment can also identify the amount of car and cycle parking needed 
by a development, and any delivery or servicing needs.   

 
4.12 One outcome from a transport assessment may be the development of a travel plan 

for the site. A travel plan will build on the transport assessment to identify ways of 
encouraging sustainable travel during the life of the development. A key element of a 
travel plan is that it is regularly monitored and updated, and there is continuing 
engagement with staff and other users of the site. Examples of travel plan initiatives 
can include the provision of secure and dry cycle parking, loans for season tickets or 
the purchase of bicycles, the use of pool cars or car club vehicles for business 
journeys, and the provision of information on bus routes and timetables.  
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5. Parking Charges 
 

Parking pricing principles 
 
5.1 The Council has progressively developed a parking and CPZ permit charge structure  

that reflects balanced transport policies and its overarching environmental aims and 
objectives.  

 
5.2 Parking charges are reviewed regularly to ensure that: 
 

 they are consistent with charges made in other boroughs; 

 they meet the environmental principles that help improve air quality; and 

 local businesses are not unduly affected by high levels of charges in terms of 
loss of trade to other shopping areas. 

 
5.3 The Council has adopted a set of principles in order to guide the pricing of parking. 

These principles are: 
 

No change should be made that undermines the Council’s policy objectives, and 
subject to this overriding principle: 
 

 A preference for annual inflation-matching price changes, rather than longer 
periods of static pricing followed by substantial price change, unless the cost of 
implementing annual inflation is economically unviable; 

 Where different means of applying or paying for services result in significantly 
different costs for the Council, customer prices should reflect the different costs; 

 The general consumer assumption that larger or longer purchases should result 
in a lower unit cost should apply where practicable; 

 Inconsistent pricing for comparable products should be avoided;  

 Very large anomalies should be eliminated in a staged manner; 

 The cost of management and enforcement should, where possible, be fully met 
by the income from parking charges and permits, with the surplus on receipts 
from contravention penalties being used to help ensure that the costs of 
concessionary travel on public transport can be met. 

 
5.4 Whilst it is reasonable for a Council to take due regard of estimated costs and 

income arising from the management of parking, is not lawful for a Council to use the 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 to impose charges to raise revenue. 

 
5.5 The Council has agreed that a range of permits, available for different durations, 

should be priced according to fixed multiples as follows:



 24 month permit 195% 

 12 month permit 100% 

 6 month permit 60% 

 3 month permit 40% 

 1 month permit 20% 
 
5.6 Residents’ permit prices are automatically adjusted on the 1st working day of April 

each year, based on the most recent available Retail Price Index (RPI) data 
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published by the Office for National Statistics, and rounded to the nearest pound. 
This will typically be the January RPI figure, which is published around the 20th of 
February each year.  

 
5.7 Since its introduction in 2013, the Council continues to offer a dedicated tariff for 

users of the cashless parking service, for both on-street and off-street pay and 
display parking. In recognition of the fact that the operating costs of a cashless 
service are markedly lower than cash payments at pay and display meters, parking 
via the cashless provider is fifty pence cheaper than making a cash payment. 
 
Penalty Charge Bands  
 

5.8  Penalty Charges are set on a London-wide basis, and are applied according to 
location and the nature of the contravention. In general terms, a penalty will be in 
the “lower” or “less serious” category if it relates to a place where parking is 
normally allowed, and in the “higher” or “more serious” category if it relates to a 
place where parking is prohibited.  

 
5.9  The penalty charges which currently apply in Brent are set out below. However, it 

should be noted that they are subject to change. In particular, the division of the 
borough into Bands A and B will be specifically reviewed during 2020/21. 

 

 More serious 
contraventions 

Less serious 
contraventions 

Band A 
1. All roads in the Wembley Event Day 
Protective Parking Scheme Area (at all 
times and not only on Wembley Event 
Days). 
2. Harrow Road between Greyhound 
Road and Kilburn Lane. 

£130 £80 

Band B 
All remaining streets in the London 
Borough of Brent. 

£110 £60 

Car Parks – all zones £110 £60 

 
There is a discount of 50% if a Penalty Charge Notice issued by a CEO is paid 
within 14 days. The period is 21 days if the notice is issued by CCTV. 

 
5.10 Charges for other contraventions and parking services are also set on a London-wide 

basis. These include the following: 
 

Contravention 
Penalty 
charge 

Bus lane contravention £130 

Minor moving traffic contravention £130 

Release from car pound £200 

Vehicle storage charge £40 per day 
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Disposal fee £70 

 
Carbon Emissions-based charging 
 

5.11 As stated in the “Residents’ Permits” section above, the Council uses vehicle carbon 
emissions as the basis for setting its charges for residents’ parking permits. 
 
Permit refunds 
 

5.12 Permit holders who no longer require a permit, for example those who have moved 
out of the borough or have disposed of their vehicle, are eligible for a partial refund of 
their permit fee. The arrangements for refunds are set out in the Council’s Traffic 
Management Orders, and are as follows: 
 

 24 month permits – maximum 8 months’ refund; 

 12 month permits – maximum 4 months’ refund; 

 6 month permits - maximum 2 months’ refund; 

 3 month permits - maximum 1 month’s refund. 
 
 Only full months remaining are eligible for a refund. 
 

Dispensations and suspensions 
  

5.13  Dispensations temporarily allow a vehicle to park in a location where parking is not 
generally permitted (for example, on yellow lines or in a reserved bay) where no 
alternative parking is reasonably available. This often happens when building works 
are required to take place at a property and there is no practical alternative parking 
available. The maximum dispensation is for four hours in every 24-hour period. Any 
issued permit must be displayed on the windscreen of the authorised vehicle. 

 
5.14 Suspensions allow existing parking spaces to be suspended where traffic flow would 

be compromised during road works, or to accommodate traffic attending special 
events. Suspensions are also used to facilitate building works, filming, removals, 
funerals and so on. In these cases the temporary suspension of a parking bay 
reserves a specific bay or bays for use on a specified day, or part of a specified 
day, by a specified vehicle. If a suspension is granted, the Council will post notices 
informing other motorists of the change. Any issued permit must be displayed on the 
windscreen of the authorised vehicle. 

 
5.15 Vehicles which park in a suspended bay once a suspension notice is displayed are 

liable to be removed for parking in contravention. Any other items left in a suspended 
bay are liable to be removed. Because of the need to inform motorists of a 
forthcoming suspension, an application must normally be made 14 working days in 
advance. Urgent suspensions with short notice will normally attract an additional fee. 

 
5.16 Applications for dispensations and suspensions can be made by email or post, 

using a form available on the Council’s website. A fee is chargeable for this 
service. The Council does not guarantee that it will grant an application for a 
dispensation or suspension. Suspensions for Brent Council funded street 
maintenance is at no cost. 
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5.17 A suspension does not affect the designation and legal status of a parking place. It 

merely removes the parking place (or part of it), from use during the period of the 
suspension. Any suspension approved and carried out by, or on behalf of the 
Council, is without prejudice to any action which may be taken by the Metropolitan 
Police to suspend parking places without prior warning for reasons including security 
and public safety.  
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6. Parking Enforcement 
 
6.1  The parking controls agreed by the Council need to be enforced to ensure that 

residents, visitors and businesses get the benefits that are intended. The Council 
recognises that a practical, common sense approach is needed to carry out its 
parking enforcement responsibilities, and it aims to get the balance right ensuring 
there is neither too much enforcement nor too little. Information provided by members 
of the public helps to achieve this. 

 
6.2 Unfortunately breaches of parking restrictions, due to lack of knowledge or deliberate 

abuse of the rules by drivers, continue to occur.  Contraventions of parking 
restrictions can lead to traffic congestion, reduced availability of parking for other 
road users, and have adverse implications for road safety. While many people 
consider that a breach of the rules is of minor importance, they do not always 
appreciate the cumulative effect of illegal parking on road safety, congestion, traffic 
flow and the needs of other highway users.  

 
6.3 To ensure that the rules are observed, the Council deploys Civil Enforcement 

Officers (CEOs) to identify and take enforcement action against vehicles not abiding 
by local parking regulations. CEOs patrol the whole of Brent, but their deployment is 
focused on priority locations, including Controlled Parking Zones (CPZs). 

 
6.4 Parking contraventions are normally dealt with by the issue of a Penalty Charge 

Notice (PCN) and, in appropriate circumstances, by removal (towing away) of the 
vehicle. In certain circumstances, warning notices may be issued instead of PCNs. 
The offences for which PCNs can be issued are detailed in the list of offence codes 
issued by London Councils, as set out in Appendix 6. 

 
6.5  As well as managing Controlled Parking Zones and local parking schemes, the 

Council also provides important enforcement of other parking restrictions to bring 
about motorist compliance. The list below is not exhaustive, but the work undertaken 
by the service includes enforcement of: 

 

 School “Keep Clear” markings  

 Yellow lines  

 Footway parking  

 Bus lanes 

 Yellow box junctions 

 Other moving traffic offences 
 

6.6 In Brent, Serco manages the provision of parking services. Serco was appointed as 
the council’s parking management and enforcement contractor in July 2013 for a 
period of five years with an option to extend. The Council subsequently agreed to 
award Serco a contract extension from July 2018 until March 2023. 

 
Civil Enforcement Officers (CEOs) 
 

6.7 The Council’s Civil Enforcement Officers are employed by Serco under the parking 
enforcement contract. All CEOs are fully trained before they start their enforcement 
duties and are required to follow guidance set by London Councils, the organisation 

http://www.londoncouncils.gov.uk/
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that represents the common interests of the 32 London boroughs and the City of 
London. 

 
6.8 CEOs wear a uniform that is easily recognisable and each officer is required to 

display an individual ID number. CEOs are not paid commission and they are not set 
individual targets set for the number of Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs) they issue. A 
CEO who identifies a contravention is expected to issue a PCN. CEOs use a hand- 
held device to assist in issuing PCNs, and are required to keep a log and record 
photographs of contraventions for evidence purposes. 

 
6.9 Following the implementation of a new parking scheme, CEOs will issue Warning 

Notices rather than PCNs for two weeks. Warning notices are also issued for up to 
seven days following the expiry of a resident’s permit. 

 
6.10 CEOs have a difficult role to perform and can experience conflict with some members 

of the public. All CEOs are issued with body-worn video cameras. Assaults on CEOs 
are treated very seriously and will be investigated. The Council will press for Police 
action in the case of any assault. Any allegations of dishonesty or impropriety on the 
part of CEOs are also fully investigated. 

 
Penalty Charge Notices 
 

6.11 A Penalty Charge Notice (PCN) may be issued at the scene by being fixed to the 
vehicle windscreen, or handed to the person appearing to be in charge of it, or issued 
by post in the following cases: enforcement is by camera; or the CEO was prevented 
by someone from serving it at the scene; or the CEO had begun to prepare a PCN 
but the vehicle was driven away before it was finished and issued. 
 
There is a 50 per cent discount if payment is received within 14 days from the date 
the PCN was issued. 

  
Observation periods and grace periods 

 
6.12 In some cases, for example when a vehicle is left unattended on a yellow line where 

loading is prohibited, it is possible for a CEO to issue a PCN immediately. In other 
cases, a CEO will not issue a PCN to a vehicle until he or she has observed the 
vehicle for a minimum of three minutes. This observation period is used to ensure 
that, for example, the vehicle has not stopped simply to pick up a passenger from the 
kerbside, or is not legitimately loading or unloading. 

 
6.13 CEOs also allow a ten minute grace period in specific circumstances, before a PCN 

is issued. The grace period is the minimum waiting time which must be allowed to 
elapse between a vehicle being first observed as parked in contravention, and a CEO 
then issuing a PCN. The observation period may commence within the grace period. 

 
 
6.14 Examples of when a grace period will apply include: 
 

 a vehicle parked in a residents’ bay (or other controlled bay) at the start of 
controlled hours; 

 a vehicle parked in a paid bay whose paid-for period has expired; and 
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 a vehicle displaying a Blue Badge that is parked on a Blue Badge bay for longer 
than any stipulated time period. 

 
6.15 Examples of when a grace period will not apply include: 

 

 a vehicle parked on a permit bay, shared use bay or pay and display bay when 
controls are already in force, and the driver does not display a permit or pay and 
display ticket. In other words, the grace period does not allow ten minutes’ free 
parking where the driver would otherwise have to pay; 

 a vehicle parked outside the hours of control on a single yellow line (and not in a 
designated parking place) when controls commence; 

 a vehicle parked in a bay that is not designated for that class of vehicle if it parks 
when controls are already in force; 

 a vehicle parked on a yellow line displaying a Blue Badge if parked for longer 
than the maximum 3 hour period. 

  
Challenging a PCN 

 
6.16 The Council aims to provide a firm, fair, transparent and customer-focused 

enforcement service. If a motorist disputes the issue of a PCN he or she has 
received, they can challenge the PCN informally. Should the motorist be 
dissatisfied with the Council’s response at this stage, they can make a statutory 
Representation in writing that the Council must, by law, consider. There are eight 
statutory grounds for making a statutory Representation, but in practice the 
Council will consider every Representation even if it does not fall within the 
prescribed grounds.  

 
6.17  If a Representation is rejected, and the motorist is not satisfied with the decision, 

a written appeal may be made to the Environment and Traffic Adjudicators (ETA, 
which fulfils the Parking Adjudicator role in Greater London). The appellant may 
request a personal hearing.  

 
6.18  The Council has a duty to comply with any direction issued by the Adjudicator.  
 

CCTV enforcement – parking 
 

6.19 The Council continues to use CCTV enforcement for a number of purposes. 
Operational guidance introduced by Central Government under the terms of the 
Deregulation Act 2015 has restricted the use of CCTV for enforcing parking (as 
opposed to moving traffic) offences. These changes mean that in most 
circumstances a parking PCN may only be issued by fixing it to the offending vehicle 
or handing it to the person who appears to be in charge of the vehicle.  

 
6.20 Since CCTV parking enforcement relies on serving the PCN by post, it may no longer 

be used except in specified circumstances. These are: 
 

 if the CEO has been prevented (for example by force, threats of force, 
obstruction or violence) from serving the PCN;  

 if the CEO had started to issue the PCN but did not have enough time to finish or 
serve it before the vehicle was driven away, and the CEO would otherwise have 
to write off or cancel the PCN; 
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 where the contravention has been detected on the basis of evidence from an 
“approved device”.  

 
6.21 An “approved device” is a camera and associated recording equipment which has 

been approved by the Secretary of State for Transport. PCNs for parking 
contraventions may not be served by post on the basis of evidence from an approved 
device other than when vehicles are parked on:  

 

 a bus lane;  

 a bus stop clearway or bus stand clearway;  

 a Keep Clear zig-zag area outside schools; or  

 a red route.  

 Parking and loading restrictions within mandatory cycle lanes 
 

6.22 Certain contraventions (such as  double parking, footway parking and parking in 
areas where stopping is prohibited) are difficult to enforce by CEOs on foot, because 
the driver often remains close to the car and can move the vehicle if a CEO is seen 
approaching.  

 
CCTV enforcement - moving traffic contraventions 
 

6.23  In order to support the Council’s policy of encouraging sustainable form of transport, 
the Parking service provides stringent enforcement of bus lanes in order to secure 
faster journey times for bus users.  

 
6.24 In addition, the Council has adopted powers available under the the Traffic 

Management Act 2004 to undertake civil enforcement of a number of moving traffic 
offences. Yellow Box Junctions, prohibited turns, and no-entry signs are all examples 
of moving traffic violations actively enforced by the service. Such restrictions are in 
place to ease congestion on the borough’s roads, and improve road safety. 

 
6.25 CCTV enforcement is co-ordinated from the enforcement suite in Brent Civic Centre. 
 
 Mobile CCTV 
 
6.26 The Council has retained the use of mobile CCTV to enforce school Keep Clear 

markings. During the rest of the day the vehicles are used for enforcement at bus 
stops and for intelligence gathering. 
 
Vehicle removals and clamping 
 

6.27 The Council provides a vehicle removal service. In practice, removal is focused on 
more serious offences, such as obstructive parking which affects road safety or 
creates traffic congestion. A vehicle is eligible for removal if it remains in a pay and 
display or shared use bay for more than 30 minutes after a PCN has been issued. If 
a vehicle is involved in persistent contraventions, and has three or more PCNs 
outstanding, the removal period may be reduced to 15 minutes. In the case of other 
types of parking offence (such as obstructive parking on a yellow line), the vehicle 
may be removed immediately. 

 

http://brent.gov.uk/services-for-residents/transport-and-streets/moving-traffic-contraventions/
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6.28 All vehicles that have been removed are taken to the Brent Car Pound, which is 
located at Unit 20-22, Whitby Avenue, Park Royal, NW10 7SF.The pound is open 
every day, except Christmas Day, between 8am and 8pm.  

 
6.29 The Council does not operate a clamping service. Enforcement Agents (‘bailiffs’) 

operating in the borough may use clamps. 
 

Abandoned and unwanted vehicles 
 

6.30 The Council will remove abandoned or unwanted vehicles. The requirement for a 
vehicle to display a tax disc was removed in 2014. It is now possible for a member of 
the public to check whether a vehicle is taxed or insured by entering the vehicle’s 
registration number and model on the DVLA website. 

 
6.31 Possible abandoned vehicles can be reported to the Council by telephone or online, 

giving the location, registration number, colour, make and model of the vehicle. 
Abandoned vehicles are removed to the Council’s car pound in the first instance. 

 
6.32 The Council will also remove unwanted vehicles. This service is free of charge to 

Brent residents having a vehicle collected from their home address, subject to proof 
of ownership. Removals requested by non-residents of Brent or by the managing 
agent of a property in Brent are subject to a charge for each vehicle removed from 
private property. A managing agent will also have to indemnify the Council against 
the consequences of removing a vehicle. 

 
Enforcement Outcomes 
 

6.33 Details on the number of PCNs issued by CEOs, Bus Lane contraventions, Parking 
contraventions and vehicles removed are published in the Council’s Parking Annual 
Reports, available to view or download from the Councils website. The Annual 
Report is published by 01st October each year. 
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7.  Parking Management  
 
7.1 In addition to the enforcement services described in Chapter 6 of this document, the 

Council’s Parking service also provides a number of administrative functions to 
ensure the smooth running of the service. These functions include: 

 

 a telephone service to help customers to register for a parking account, to buy 
permits and other services, and advising customers on parking enforcement 
activities. This service is currently operated by Serco on the Council’s behalf, and 
is available between 9am and 5pm, Monday to Friday; 

 consulting residents, businesses and elected members on proposed changes to 
the service and on proposed new parking schemes; 

 handling requests for parking/traffic enforcement when residents or businesses 
report problems;  and 

 monitoring the activities of our contractors to ensure an efficient service and 
value for money. 

 
Online Parking Accounts 
 

7.2 The Council administers permits using an online parking permit system. The online 
service successfully processes an average of 35,000 customer transactions per 
month. These transactions are spread over 20 different products, although the most 
popular of these continue to be Resident Parking Permits and Visitor Parking 
bookings. 
 

7.3 Applicants can apply for a Parking Account online by: 
 

 entering personal details including name and date of birth; 

 selecting their address from the database; and 

 providing vehicle registration details if applicable. 
 
It is also possible to provide these details by telephone. 

 
7.4 Applicants will not normally need to attach supporting documents, as the system 

automatically attempts to verify the applicant’s car registration details, their address; 
and that they live in a Controlled Parking Zone. 
 

7.5 If the system cannot verify an applicant’s details, they will be given a temporary 
account. The services available are limited to purchasing a permit valid for one 
month and purchasing up to 30 electronic visitor vouchers. This temporary period 
allows time for the applicant either to scan and email one of a small list of acceptable 
documentary proofs of address, or to copy the proof and submit it by post. If the 
application is subsequently validated, the applicant will be notified, and will then be 
able to purchase permits up to 12 months’ duration, and also to purchase additional 
electronic visitor vouchers. 

 
Fraud 
 

7.6 Parking - particularly convenient parking - can be a scarce and sometimes 
expensive resource, and the availability of free or relatively low-cost parking 
through residents’ permits, visitor permits and disabled badges can sometimes 
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be misused. Misuse of parking permits can constitute fraud and it can also be a 
criminal act. 

 

7.7 In particular, Blue Badge fraud and misuse is a significant problem in Brent, in 
London, and across the rest of the UK. People who have a genuine disability and a 
real need for a Blue Badge are often unable to park as the spaces are taken by able-
bodied people fraudulently misusing a Blue Badge to park free or on a yellow line.  

 
7.8 Fraud and misuse of Blue Badges comes in a number of forms:  
 

 Fraud: when someone is using a counterfeit Blue Badge, a stolen Blue Badge, 
an altered Blue Badge, or a deceased person’s Blue Badge; 

 Misuse: when a genuine Blue Badge holder’s Badge is used by another person 
and the Blue Badge holder is not in the car. 

 
7.9 A national Blue Badge database was created in 2012 which helps prevent multiple 

and fraudulent applications and makes it easier for people checking badges on the 
street to verify a badge’s validity. 

 
7.10 The Council organises regular operations targeting Blue Badge fraud and misuse. 

These operations involve members of the Council’s Parking and Audit & Investigation 
teams, and the Police, in targeting particular areas. Considerable successes have 
been achieved, involving the issue of PCNs, the towing away of vehicles and the 
confiscation of Blue Badges. The Council intends to enhance these activities by 
devoting targeted resources to the detection and prevention of fraud and misuse.  

 
7.11 If misuse is identified, a PCN can be issued, possibly supplemented by the vehicle 

being towed away. If the circumstances allow the Police to seize the misused Blue 
Badge, it can be returned to the genuine Badge holder with a warning, but no 
penalty. However, the Council has wide powers to prosecute both the person 
misusing the Blue Badge and a person who deliberately allows their Blue Badge to 
be misused. As part of its enhanced anti-fraud activities the Council will actively 
consider prosecuting the perpetrator in all cases of misuse.  

 
7.12 The Council will always consider bringing a criminal prosecution in cases which 

appear to involve fraud, and where sufficient evidence is available following an 
investigation.  

 
7.13 The Council can withdraw a Blue Badge after a relevant conviction, or if there is 

evidence that it has been fraudulently obtained. Where the offence prosecuted was 
committed by a third party using the holder's badge, the authority needs to 
demonstrate that the holder knew the third party was using the badge, before it can 
be withdrawn. The Council has put in place a procedure to ensure that a vulnerable 
badge holder is neither prosecuted nor has a badge withdrawn as a result of being 
coerced or manipulated by a third party.  
 
Travel initiatives 
 

7.14 This Parking Policy is one element of the Council’s traffic and transportation policies, 
which together have shared strategic aims such as reducing the need to travel by 
private car, whilst supporting initiatives to increase social inclusion and economic 
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activity in the borough. Thus projects which improve bus reliability, make it easier to 
choose to walk or cycle, or which improve accessibility to stations, and the 
introduction of car clubs and car-free developments, all have a role in reducing car 
use and car ownership. In turn this will help to slow down the spread of parking 
stress on the borough’s streets. 

 
7.15 Another initiative to encourage sustainable travel is the use of travel plans. Travel 

plans identify the current travel patterns at workplaces or other institutions like 
schools and colleges, and try to find ways of encouraging staff and other users to 
choose non-car modes of travel. (See also the section above on parking in new 
developments).  

 
7.16 Brent is one of six West London boroughs which make up the WestTrans partnership 

(the others being Ealing, Hammersmith & Fulham, Harrow, Hillingdon and 
Hounslow).  WestTrans works to identify, develop and implement transport projects 
to the benefit of the sub region. It also contributes relating to the development of an 
appropriate transport strategy for West London and provides a platform to lobby 
regional and national government in a cohesive manner. WestTrans is able to offer 
organisations advice on developing their own travel plan. 
 
Financial arrangements 
 

7.17 As stated in the chapter on Parking Charges, while a council may take due regard of 
estimated costs and income arising from the management of parking, it is not lawful 
for a council to impose on-street parking charges merely to raise revenue.  

 
7.18 Local authorities in London are required to keep a separate account of their income 

and expenditure in respect of designated (i.e. on-street) parking places, and their 
functions as enforcement authorities. They must send a copy of this account to the 
Mayor of London.  In addition, the Local Government Transparency Code requires 
authorities to publish on their website:  

 

 A breakdown of income and expenditure on the authority’s parking account. The 
breakdown of income must include details of revenue collected from on-street 
parking, off-street parking and Penalty Charge Notices. 

 A breakdown of how the authority has spent any surplus on its parking account.  
 
7.19 Furthermore, local authorities are prohibited from spending any surpluses in their 

parking accounts on anything other than the management of parking or other 
specified transport related expenditure (this specified expenditure is more widely 
defined as it applies to authorities in London). Local authorities may not use the 
surpluses to subsidise other non-related council services. 

 
7.20 The Council currently uses its parking surplus solely to meet part of the costs of the 

London Freedom Pass. Further details can be found in the Council’s Annual Parking 
Report. 

 
Monitoring Performance 
 

7.21  The Council maintains records of the Parking service’s performance covering a range 
of indicators, including permit sales, on-street and off-street income, and income from 
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enforcement. These indicators are published in the Parking Annual Report, which is 
available on the Council’s website. The items included in monitoring are as follows: 

 

 Total permit and visitor revenue 

 Visitor parking use 

 On-street pay and display sales 

 On-street cashless sales 

 Off-street pay and display sales 

 Off-street cashless sales 

 On-street CEO revenue 

 Off-street CEO revenue 

 On-street CCTV revenue 

 On-street bus lane revenue 

 On-street moving traffic revenue 

 Enforcement volumes 

 Vehicle removals  

 Telephone-based services 

 Representations and appeals 
 

Retention Periods 
 

 The Council holds financial records for a period of six years. 
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8.  Future Challenges  
 
8.1 The challenges that the Council’s Parking service will have to face in future years 

come both from within the borough and from outside it. Among the known factors 
which will contribute to the challenge are:  

 

 the Climate Emergency 

 any change in the number of cars owned and used by residents  

 the continued expansion of Wembley Town Centre   

 ensuring that parking from new developments does not worsen on-street 
parking conditions.  

 Extension of the Ultra Low Emissions Zone (ULEZ). 

 Developing the infrastructure needed to meet growth in electric vehicle 
ownership  

 Improving air quality 

 The impact of the Covid-19 health emergency  

 
Regional and sub-regional transport policies and initiatives will also have a bearing on 
future levels of demand for CPZs, for example the extension of the Ultra-Low Emission 
Zone (ULEZ) from 25 October 2021 to the North Circular Road, as well as changes to bus 
and rail services. The scheme will operate 24 hours a day, every day of the year and there 
will be a daily charge for vehicles travelling into the ULEZ if they do not meet emissions 
standards. The scheme will be enforced by TfL through CCTV cameras and Automatic 
Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) technology.  
 

 
8.2  All these issues will, to a greater or lesser degree, have an impact extending 

beyond the borough’s boundaries. The Council expects to work with 
neighbouring boroughs, with TfL and with London Councils, to develop common 
approaches to these challenges which nevertheless retain the flexibility to 
accommodate local priorities.  

 
8.3 Improved and more secure public transport, measures to encourage walking and 

cycling, travel awareness campaigns, and better travel information will all have a 
role to play in managing increased demand for parking. Nevertheless, the 
expected changes mean that the direct demand for both on-street and off-street 
parking in the Borough is likely to increase.  

 
8.4 The general underlying increase in demand will be reinforced by additional 

pressures at particular localities. Careful management will be required to ensure 
that new parking provision and new controls create an optimum balance which is 
closely aligned with the Council’s economic, social, planning and transportation 
priorities. It is often the detailed way in which parking policies are applied at the 
very local, street-by-street, level which requires the most careful consideration 
and generates most debate.  

 
8.5 Against the current background of public spending restraint, there is competition 

for allocation of the Council’s scarce resources, and this will remain the case for 
the foreseeable future. The Parking service will face the challenge of delivering 
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value for money while maintaining and developing the service so that it remains, 
and is seen to be, fair, efficient, effective and responsive to change.  

 
8.6  In the context of these challenges, it will be important that this Policy remains a 

living document, which adapts to emerging issues and provides a flexible 
approach within the context of the Council’s overall transport policies and 
objectives. 

 



 
 

Appendix 1 - Controlled Parking Zones in Brent 
 

Zone Location Hours of Operation 

C    Wembley Central  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

E    Ealing Road  
8am – 9pm every day  
including Bank Holidays 

G    Willesden  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

GA    Anson Road  
10am – 3pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

GB    Dudden Hill  
8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

GC    Dollis Hill Station  
8.30am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

GD    Denzil Road  
8.30am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

GH    Pound Lane  
8.30am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

GM    Cricklewood  
10am – 9pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

GS    Donnington Road  
8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

H    Harlesden  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

HS    Craven Park  
8am to 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

HW    Wrottesley Road 
8am to 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

HY    Cobbold Road  
8.30am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

K    Kilburn  
8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

KB    Brondesbury  
8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

KC    Canterbury Terrace  
8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

KD    Dyne Road  
8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
including Bank Holidays 

KG    Kilburn Lane  
8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday 
including Bank Holidays 

KH    All Souls Avenue  
12 noon – 3pm Monday to Friday 
excluding Bank Holidays 

KL    Kensal Rise  
8.30am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

KM    Malvern Road  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
including Bank Holidays 

KQ    Queens Park  
8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays  
but including August Bank Holiday 

KR   
 Kensal Green  

8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday 
 including Bank Holidays 

Victor Rd & Napier Rd only 8.30am – 9 pm Monday to Sunday 

KS    Brondesbury Park  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 



 
 

 

Zone Location Hours of Operation 

Kingsbury Road  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

MA    Mapesbury Road  
10am – 3pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

MC    Anson Road  
10am – 9pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

MK    Christchurch Avenue  
10am – 3pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

MW    Walm Lane  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

N    Kenton  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

NC    Neasden Town Centre  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

NS    Neasden Town Centre  
8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

NT    Normanby Road  
8.30am – 6.30pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

Park Royal   
7am to 7pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

QA    Queensbury  
10am – 3pm Monday to Saturday 
excluding Bank Holidays 

S    Sudbury  
7am – 7pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

SA    Sudbury  
10am – 3pm Monday to Friday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

SH    Sudbury Hill  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

ST    Sudbury Town  
8am – 6.30pm Monday to Saturday  
excluding Bank Holidays 

T    Brentfield Road  
At Any Time  
including Bank Holidays 

W    Wembley Hill  
8am – 9pm every day 
including Bank Holidays 

 



 
 

Appendix 2 - Parking Permit Terms and Conditions  
 

Parking Permits  

2. Permits are only available for vehicles with a maximum length of 6.5m, maximum 

height of 2.5m and a maximum weight of 3.5 tonnes. Permits which are vehicle-

specific may only be used for the vehicle to which the permit is assigned as 

indicated in the application form to obtain the permit. The person making the 

application will be the permit holder to whom the permit is issued.  

3. Permits are restricted per household. The maximum number of permits that can be 

purchased per eligible household is limited to the following;                                                                                                                                       

o   three resident permits  

o one Visitor Household permit  

o three Event Day permits  

o two Event Day Visitor permits    

o one Visitor permit for zones W,E and T.  

4. The maximum number of permits that can be purchased per eligible business or 

organisation is limited to the following;  

o three business permits  

o three Event Day business permits  

o three Business permits for zone LP  

o three Business Address permits for zone LP    

o three Doctors permits    

o up to twenty Event Day place of worship or schools permits.  

5. If a paper permit has been issued it must be clearly displayed in the windscreen of 

the vehicle to which it relates, so that the particulars on the permit are readily visible 

from the front near-side of the vehicle windscreen. Failure to display clearly may 

result in the issue of a Penalty Charge Notice. Where a virtual permit (electronic 

permit) has been issued, there is no need to display anything on the vehicle. 

However, applicants must ensure their permit application is received and processed 

by the Council. This will be evidenced by a permit reference number, which is 

available from the permit holder’s online parking account.  

6. Permits are NOT transferable from one person to another. Permits remain the 

property of the Council and the permit holder must surrender the permit to the 

Council if required to do so. Vehicle specific permits are only valid for the vehicle 

shown on the permit. Visitor permits (Visitor Household, Event Day visitor and 

visitor permits for zones W, E and T) can only be used by bona fide visitors visiting 
the permit holder.  

7. A permit does not give the permit holder the right to park outside their particular 

house/property or work place, nor does it guarantee the availability of a parking 

space.  

8. Resident permits enable the holder to park in any resident or permit holder bay or 

shared use (Resident/Permit Holders and Pay & Display) bay within the Zone 

shown on the permit. The visitor household permit allows parking in any resident or 

permit holder bay or shared use bay, only in the street / part of the street within the 

Zone shown on the permit. Business permits enable the permit holder to park in a 

business bay or permit holder bay or shared use bay within the Zone identified on 

the permit. Vehicles must be parked within the markings or the permitted bays or 

spaces available.  

9. Charges for parking permits in Brent are as notified by the Council on its website 

and other means of notification to the public and permit holders.  



 
 

10. A resident, visitor or business permit does not entitle a holder to park in: Pay & 

Display only bays; Loading bays; Doctor bays; Taxi ranks; Disabled bays; 

Personalised Disabled Bays; Motorcycle bays; Car club bays; Yellow line 

restrictions; a different zone within the borough from that shown on the permit; a 

Controlled Parking Zone operated by another borough (unless specific authorisation 

is given in writing by either Borough); Suspended bays (it is the permit holders 
responsibility to check that the bay is not suspended on a daily basis).  

11. The driver should always check the signs and that the bay is not suspended before 

parking to ensure that the vehicle will be parked legally and within the bay markings. 

On Wembley Stadium Event Days, additional event related restrictions come into 

force and will be displayed via signage in the streets. Failure to check and comply 

with the signage and notices in the streets and failure to park legally may result in 

the issue of a Penalty Charge Notice and removal of the vehicle.  

12. Permits must be surrendered if the holder changes address or ceases to own or use 
the vehicle for which the permit was issued.  

13. Business permits must be surrendered if the holder ceases to work for the business, 

the business ceases trading or relocates outside of the Zone, or the holder ceases 
to own or use the vehicle for which the permit was issued.  

14. A new permit must be sought in the event of a change of vehicle. Any change of 

vehicle must be notified immediately to the Council’s Parking Service and the 

original permit must be surrendered.  

15. The house/premises (“property”) to which the permit application relates MUST NOT 

be in a car free development area. A "Car Free Development" is a special area 

covered by an agreement made  

under Section 106 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990; or is a 
development area for which planning permission has been granted and there is a 
condition that the area is to be kept car free. Therefore, occupants of properties in 
this area are not entitled to parking permits issued by the Council. Any existing 
permits issued must be surrendered when an area becomes a Car Free 
Development or the Council may revoke permits already issued if a property 
becomes part of a Car Free Development. This may be done on immediate notice.  

16. It is the responsibility of the permit holder to renew the permit on time. Any renewal 

reminders (letters, messages or emails) may be sent as a courtesy and are not a 

legal requirement. The permit holder remains fully responsible for permit renewal, 

regardless of whether they have or have not received a renewal reminder.  

17. Permit holders who surrender their permits shall be entitled to a refund of up to a 

maximum of one third of the remaining value of the permit.  

18. As part of the Council’s Policy to prevent fraud and misuse of permits, proof of 

address and proof of vehicle ownership can be requested at any time after the issue 

of a permit. Failure to co- operate and to provide the Council with the necessary 

information may result in cancellation of the permit.  

19. If a permit is lost, stolen, destroyed, defaced or mutilated, the permit holder must 

notify the Parking Service immediately and the permit will cease to be valid. A 

replacement permit will be issued for the unexpired period of the original permit and 

an administration fee of £15 will be charged.  

20. The Council reserves the right to cancel a parking permit where the vehicle owner is 

identified as a Persistent Evader of payments for contraventions of parking 

regulations or the Council’s requirements in relation to use of Parking Permits. A 

vehicle owner can be classed as a ‘Persistent Evader’ if there are three or more 

recorded contraventions in respect of the same vehicle within the Borough of Brent 

in the period of up to five years, and the penalties due for these contraventions have 



 
 

either not been paid in full, have not been represented or appealed against by the 

vehicle owner within the statutory time limits, or the representations and appeals for 

the owner have been rejected and they have still not paid the penalties due in full.  

"Alternatively Fuelled” Vehicles  

21. Alternatively fuelled vehicles include a vehicle that is powered by an energy source 

separate or in addition to petroleum (petrol) or diesel. Examples can include hybrid 

vehicles (whereby a small petrol or diesel engine is accompanied by an electrical 

power source/motor, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and natural gas power sources. 

Brent Council does not offer a discount for any alternatively fuelled vehicles.  

22. Brent Council will use DVLA records to ascertain a vehicle’s CO2 emissions in order 

to calculate the cost of a resident emissions based parking permit.  

Visitor Parking  

23. Resident’s visitor parking permits may now be purchased for two hour, four hour or 

all day parking sessions.  

24. Visitor parking permits can be used to activate a parking session either online, by 

SMS, using the Council’s automated telephony service, or by telephoning the 

Parking Service Contact Centre.  

25. Parking sessions can be booked in advance either online or by telephoning the 

Contact Centre. Parking sessions booked using SMS or the automated telephony 

service will start at the time of booking.  

26. Visitor parking permits are only available for use by residents who receive genuine 

visitors at the address relevant to the permit.  

27. A visitor parking permit is only valid if the vehicle registration number, date and time 

that parking is required is supplied to the Council. The permit is only valid for use in 

the Controlled Parking Zone shown on the permit.  

28. Parking is only permitted on street in any resident or permit holder bay or shared 

use bay during controlled hours (as displayed on street signs, within the Zone 

specified on the permit).  

29. A visitor parking permit does not allow parking in off street car parks, in designated 

on street Business bays, Disabled bays, Personalised Disabled Bays, Car Club 

Bays, Doctors bays, Loading Bays, Pay and Display only bays, Suspended Bays, 

Housing Estates or other private land, or on yellow lines.  

30. The booking of a parking session using a visitor parking permit does not guarantee 

the availability of a parking space.  

31. No refund will be given for any unused and /or expired visitor parking permits.  

32. The use of parking bays may be suspended by Police Officers, Civil Enforcement 

Officers or duly authorised Council Officers at any time without notice. Civil 

Enforcement officers or Council officers can request to inspect parking permits at 

any time.  

33. Vehicle must be parked wholly within parking bay markings.  

34. Visitor parking permits are issued subject to the relevant Traffic Management 
Orders of the London Borough of Brent and may be subject to change in the future.  

35. Visitor parking permits are NOT FOR RESALE, and are not transferable.  

36. A maximum of 300 all day visitor parking permits may be purchased per annum per 

household.  



 
 

Privacy Notice  

  

37. You are providing your information to Brent Council, contact details 

Parking.permits@brent.gov.uk. The Council’s Data Protection Officer can be 
contacted via dpo@brent.gov.uk , or 020 937 1402.  

38. Your information is collected for the purpose of administering parking controls or 

schemes including data supplied in an application (or renewal) for a Parking Permit 

for the purposes of parking administration, management, and enforcement including 

investigation of possible parking and traffic contraventions or related offences or for 

any purpose relating to the parking services offered in the borough of Brent. The 

data may also be used for these purposes by Brent Council’s agents and 

contractors and may be disclosed to enforcement agencies or other London 

authorities for these purposes.  

39. The Council is under a duty to protect the public funds it administers, and to this end 

the information may be shared with law enforcement agencies and other bodies 

responsible for auditing or administering public funds for the purpose of prevention 

and detection of fraud.   

40. The information shall be retained for Four years and shall be processed in 

adherence to your legal rights, including but not limited to the right to withdraw 

consent, right to copies of your information and right to be forgotten. You have a 

right to lodge a complaint with the Information Commissioner’s Office 

(www.ico.org.uk).  

41. Further information can be found at www.brent.gov.uk/privacy  

  

General Notice  

  

42. The Council will investigate any cases of suspected fraud or misuse of the permit 

and visitor parking schemes. If we find evidence of fraud or misuse we will suspend 

the account holder’s parking account and withdraw the facility to purchase permits. 

We may also cancel permits (including visitor parking permits) already purchased, 

which may render the vehicle owner liable to pay a Penalty Charge and possible 

vehicle removal & storage fees. We may also prosecute where we consider that 

fraud or intentional misuse has taken place.  

43. To the extent legally permissible the Council excludes liability for damage, loss or 

injury howsoever caused to any person, property or any vehicle or its load or 

content whilst in any parking space or on entering or leaving the parking space, 

whether such entry or exit is under the control of the vehicle driver, the Council or 

any third party.  

 
By applying for or purchasing any type of permit (including visitor parking permits), 
the applicant accepts the Council’s terms and conditions. The London Borough of 
Brent reserves the right to amend these terms and conditions for parking permits, 
application procedures and parking charges at any time. 
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Appendix 3 - Criteria for Personalised Disabled Persons’ Parking Places  
 

Mobility 
 

1. Applicants must hold a Brent issued valid Blue Badge. 
 

2. Applicants must be receiving the DLA Higher rate of Mobility Component (for 
example help getting around) for an indefinite period or the enhanced rate of the 
Mobility Component of PIP.  A copy of the Disability Benefit and copy of the up to 
date rate Department of Pensions must be provided.  The higher rate of Attendance 
Allowance will also be accepted for applicants aged 65 or over.   

 
3. Applicants must be driving their own car or nominate a carer who drives them who 

also resides at the same address (proof of name and address to be supplied).  The 
vehicle must be parked at that address for the majority of the time during the day. 

 
Parking 
 
4. If applicants do not drive and has appointed a nominated carer to drive for them, the 

carer must receive the Carer’s Allowance award.  A copy of the Carer’s Allowance 
must be provided.  As in number 3, the carer must reside at the same address.  
Proof of name and address must be provided with application. 

 
5. Applicants must have no access to off street parking facilities.  Where off street 

parking exists, applicants may be required to provide proof that this facility is not 
available for their use or demonstrate that the facilities are either unsuitable for the 
use of a disabled person due to the nature of their disability, or unsuitable for their 
vehicle.  This may take the form of, for example, a Tenancy Agreement or Property 
Deeds. 

 
6. If all of the above criteria have been met and if applicable, the applicant must then 

have mobility assessment (assessment as in established Blue Badge System used 
by Social Services, which will be modified to identify those with greatest mobility 
restriction).  Applicants using additional mobility aids, sticks, wheelchair etc will 
provide written evidence of this use. 

 
7. Applicants must agree to be visited at home, should this be necessary, in order for 

the Council to carry out further investigations, including contacting applicants before 
or after issuing a Disabled Person’s Parking Place permit, to ensure that the 
address on the application is correct. 

 
8. The following on site conditions will be taken into consideration: 

 

 Interests of traffic movement in the area and parking demand in the area 

 Interests of owners and occupiers of adjoining properties 

 The need to maintain access to premises 

 Road safety considerations 
 

9. Personalised Disabled Person’s Parking Places will be operational at all times. 



 
 

Appendix 4 - Council-run car parks in Brent 
 

Car Park Number of spaces Charged Hours 
24h? 
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(Bank holidays are charged as normal unless 
explicitly stated) 

  

Barham Park 15 0 0 0 0 0 15 

Monday to Friday - 10am to 3pm 
Sunday – no charge 
Wembley event days  - 10am to 12 midnight 
Bank Holidays - 10am to 12 midnight 

Y N 

Brent Civic Centre 
(operated on behalf of the 
Council by…) 

146 9 0 21 3 (47)** 179* Monday to Sunday – at all times Y N 

Disraeli Road 74 0 0 0 0 0 74 
Monday to Friday – 8am to 8pm 
Saturday and Sunday – no charge 

Y N 

Kingsbury Road 25 4 15 4 0 0 48 
Monday to Saturday – 8am to 6.30pm 
Sunday – no charge 
Wembley event days – 8am to midnight 

Y N 

Lonsdale Avenue 33 0 0 0 0 0 33 Y N 

Neasden Town Centre 38 0 0 0 0 0 38 Y N 

Northwick Park 93 3 0 0 0 0 96 
Monday to Friday – 8am to 6pm 
Saturday and Sunday – no charge 
Bank Holidays – no Charge  

N N 

Preston Road 155 3 0 0 4 2 164 
Monday to Saturday - 8am to 6.30pm 
Sunday – no charge 
Wembley event days - 8am to midnight 

Partly 
(top 
level 
only) 

Y 
 

Salusbury Road 29 1 11 0 0 0 41 
Monday to Saturday –  8am to 6.30pm 
Sunday – no charge 
Wembley event days – 8am to midnight 

Y Y 

St. Johns Road 67 3 0 6 0 2 78 Y Y 

Wendover Road 25 0 0 0 0 2 27 Y N 

Total Spaces 554 14 26 10 4 6  614    
 

*    Not all spaces are available for public parking     **Available as general parking when not in use for vehicle charging



 
 

 



 

 

Appendix 5 -  
 

Standard PCN Codes  
As at November 2019 

 

On-Street 
Code General 

suffix(es) 
Description Diff. 

level 
Notes 

01 aoyz Parked in a restricted street during prescribed hours Higher Suffixes y & z for disabled badge 
holders only 

02 ao Parked or loading / unloading in a restricted street where waiting and 
loading / unloading restrictions are in force 

Higher  

04 cs Parked in a meter bay when penalty time is indicated Lower  

05 cpsuv1 Parked after the expiry of paid for time  Lower  

06 cipv1 Parked without clearly displaying a valid pay & display ticket or voucher Lower  

07 cmprsuv Parked with payment made to extend the stay beyond initial time Lower ‘meter feeding’ 

08 c Parked at an out-of-order meter during controlled hours Lower Electronic meters only 

09 ps Parked displaying multiple pay & display tickets where prohibited Lower  

10 p Parked without clearly displaying two valid pay and display tickets when 
required 

Lower “two” may be varied to another 
number or "multiple". 

11 gu Parked without payment of the parking charge Lower  

12 rstuwy4 Parked in a residents' or shared use parking place or zone without a 
valid virtual permit or clearly displaying a valid physical permit or 
voucher or pay and display ticket issued for that place where required, 
or without payment of the parking charge 

Higher  

13  - - - - RESERVED FOR TfL USE (LOW EMISSION ZONE) - - - - n/a  

14 89 Parked in an electric vehicles’ charging place during restricted hours 
without charging 

Higher  

16 bdehqstwxyz4569 Parked in a permit space or zone without a valid virtual permit or clearly 
displaying a valid physical permit where required 

Higher Suffix “s” only for use where bay is 
completely non-resident 

17  - - - - RESERVED FOR ROAD USER CHARGING USE - - - - n/a  



 

 

18 bcdefhmprsv12356
789 

Using a vehicle in a parking place in connection with the sale or offering 
or exposing for sale of goods when prohibited 

Higher  

19 irsuwxyz4 Parked in a residents' or shared use parking place or zone with an 
invalid virtual permit or displaying an invalid physical permit or voucher 
or pay and display ticket, or after the expiry of paid for time 

Lower  

20  Parked in a part of a parking place marked by a yellow line where 
waiting is prohibited 

Higher  

21 bcdefghlmnpqrsuv
1256789 

Parked wholly or partly in a suspended bay or space Higher  

22 cflmnopsv1289 Re-parked in the same parking place or zone within one hour after 
leaving 

Lower “one hour” may be varied to another 
time period or "the prescribed time 
period" 

23 bcdefghklprsv1237
89 

Parked in a parking place or area not designated for that class of 
vehicle 

Higher Suffix required to fully describe 
contravention 

24 bcdefhlmpqrsv125
6789 

Not parked correctly within the markings of the bay or space Lower  

25 n2 Parked in a loading place or bay during restricted hours without loading Higher On-street loading bay or place 

26 n Parked in a special enforcement area more than 50 cm from the edge 
of the carriageway and not within a designated parking place 

Higher “50 cm” may be varied to another 
distance in Scotland. 

27 no Parked in a special enforcement area adjacent to a footway, cycle track 
or verge lowered to meet the level of the carriageway 

Higher  

28 no Parked in a special enforcement area on part of the carriageway raised 
to meet the level of a footway, cycle track or verge 

Higher  

29 j Failing to comply with a one-way restriction n/a  

30 cflmnopsu12789 Parked for longer than permitted Lower  

31 j Entering and stopping in a box junction when prohibited n/a  

32 jdt Failing to proceed in the direction shown by the arrow on a blue sign n/a Code-specific suffixes apply.  

33 jbcefghikqrsyz Using a route restricted to certain vehicles n/a Code-specific suffixes apply.  

34 j0 Being in a bus lane n/a  

35  Parked in a disc parking place without clearly displaying a valid disc Lower  

     

37 j Failing to give way to oncoming vehicles n/a  

38 jlr Failing to comply with a sign indicating that vehicular traffic must pass 
to the specified side of the sign 

n/a Code-specific suffixes apply.  



 

 

39  - - - - RESERVED FOR TfL USE (ULTRA LOW EMISSION ZONE) - - - - n/a  

40 n Parked in a designated disabled person’s parking place without 
displaying a valid disabled person’s badge in the prescribed manner 

Higher  

41  Stopped in a parking place designated for diplomatic vehicles Higher  

42  Parked in a parking place designated for police vehicles Higher  

43  Stopped on a cycle docking station parking place Higher  

45 nw Stopped on a taxi rank Higher “stopped” may be varied to “waiting”  

46 n Stopped where prohibited (on a red route or clearway) Higher  

47 jn Stopped on a restricted bus stop or stand Higher  

48 j Stopped in a restricted area outside a school, a hospital or a fire, police 
or ambulance station when prohibited 

Higher CCTV can be used on a restricted 
area outside a school only 

49  Parked wholly or partly on a cycle track or lane Higher  

50 jlru Performing a prohibited turn n/a Code-specific suffixes apply.  

51 j Failing to comply with a no entry restriction n/a  

52 jgmsvx Failing to comply with a prohibition on certain types of vehicle n/a Code-specific suffixes apply.  

53 j Failing to comply with a restriction on vehicles entering a pedestrian 
zone 

n/a  

54 j Failing to comply with a restriction on vehicles entering and waiting in a 
pedestrian zone 

n/a  

55  A commercial vehicle parked in a restricted street in contravention of 
the Overnight Waiting Ban 

Higher  

56  Parked in contravention of a commercial vehicle waiting restriction Higher Non- overnight waiting restriction 

57  Parked in contravention of a bus ban Higher Non- overnight waiting restriction 

58  Using a vehicle on a restricted street during prescribed hours without a 
valid permit 

n/a London Lorry Control Scheme 

59  Using a vehicle on a restricted street during prescribed hours in breach 
of permit conditions 

n/a London Lorry Control Scheme 

61 124cgn A heavy commercial vehicle wholly or partly parked on a footway, verge 
or land between two carriageways 

Higher Code-specific suffixes apply. 

62 124cgn Parked with one or more wheels on or over a footpath or any part of a 
road other than a carriageway 

Higher Code-specific suffixes apply. 

63  Parked with engine running where prohibited Lower  



 

 

     

     

     

67  Using a vehicle on a restricted street without a valid safety permit n/a Direct Vision Standard 

72      - - - RESERVED FOR BUILDERS’ SKIPS CONTRAVENTIONS - - -   

75  - - - RESERVED FOR LITTERING FROM MOTOR VEHICLES - - -    

76  - - RESERVED FOR WASTE RECEPTACLE CONTRAVENTIONS - -    

99 no Stopped on a pedestrian crossing or crossing area marked by zigzags Higher Pedestrian Crossings 

 
Off-Street 

70  Parked in a loading place or bay during restricted hours without loading Higher Off-street loading areas 

71  Parked in an electric vehicles’ charging place during restricted hours 
without charging 

Higher Off-street car parks 

73 u Parked without payment of the parking charge Lower Off-street car parks 

74 prs Using a vehicle in a parking place in connection with the sale or offering or 
exposing for sale of goods when prohibited 

Higher Off-street car parks 

77  - - - RESERVED FOR DVLA USE - - - n/a  

80 u Parked for longer than permitted Lower Off-street car parks 

81 o Parked in a restricted area in a car park Higher Off-street car parks 

82 puv4 Parked after the expiry of paid for time Lower Off-street car parks 

83 4 Parked in a car park without clearly displaying a valid pay & display ticket 
or voucher or parking clock 

Lower Off-street car parks 

84 u Parked with payment made to extend the stay beyond initial time Lower Off-street car parks 

85 btrwyz45 Parked without a valid virtual permit or clearly displaying a valid physical 
permit where required  

Higher Off-street car parks 

86 prs Not parked correctly within the markings of a bay or space Lower Off-street car parks 

87  Parked in a designated disabled person’s parking place without displaying 
a valid disabled person’s badge in the prescribed manner 

Higher Off-street car parks 

89  Vehicle parked exceeds maximum weight or height or length permitted Higher Off-street car parks 



 

 

90 psuv Re-parked in the same car park within one hour after leaving Lower Off-street car parks. “one hour” 
may be varied to another time 
period or “the prescribed time 
period” 

91 cg Parked in a car park or area not designated for that class of vehicle Higher Off-street car parks 

92 o Parked causing an obstruction Higher Off-street car parks 

93  Parked in car park when closed Lower Off-street car parks 

94 p Parked in a pay & display car park without clearly displaying two valid pay 
and display tickets when required 

Lower Off-street car parks. “two” may be 
varied to another number or 
“multiple” 

95  Parked in a parking place for a purpose other than that designated  Lower Off-street car parks 

96  Parked with engine running where prohibited Lower Off-street car parks  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


